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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHTS
WHAT SETS
STENHOUSE APART?

A UNIQUE AND CONSISTENT
PERSPECTIVE ON TEACHING AND LEARNING

“We count on Stenhouse to provide
resources that address the current
needs of educators. The content they
deliver is steeped in research, rich with
practical application, and always written
in a professional and accessible manner.
They have helped us refine our own
practice for years.”
– Joan Moser and Gail Boushey,
“The 2 Sisters”

JEFF ANDERSON | GAIL BOUSHEY & JOAN MOSER (“THE 2 SISTERS”)

Stenhouse was founded more than twenty years ago
with a philosophy of teaching and learning grounded in a
set of core beliefs:

• All students can learn to think independently and

RUTH CULHAM | DEBBIE DILLER

critically.

| RALPH FLETCHER

• Effective teaching is achievable at any level of
experience and in any classroom environment.

• Teachers make the best instructional decisions for
the students in their care when they are equipped
with knowledge, supported by colleagues, and
respected as professionals.
Stenhouse books are written by some of the country’s
best teachers. They are research based and classroom
tested, and they are designed to empower teachers
to create dynamic learning environments instead of
offering restrictive scripts or quick fixes.

KELLY GALLAGHER |

STEPHANIE HARVEY |

ANNE GOUDVIS

We believe that good teaching is good teaching and
that effective strategies stand the test of time, whether
those times are defined by No Child Left Behind or the
Every Student Succeeds Act, or some other policy yet
to come.

| CRIS TOVANI
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Teaching is a complex and creative process. It can’t be
reduced to a recipe or replaced by an app, a curriculum,
or a program—no matter how well designed. We
believe the titles in this catalog help make a challenging
job a little easier and good teachers even better.
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Our books, videos, and digital products reflect real work
done by real students and teachers in real classrooms.
Our titles are always affordable, even when budgets
are tight. We also provide a range of free resources,
including online previews, study guides, viewing guides,
case studies, and classroom tips, to help you decide
which books and videos are best suited to your school,
classroom, and students.
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“Stenhouse books respect
teachers. They ask us to do what
we’re best at—think, question,
reflect, and take action for
ourselves and our students. In a
time when quick fixes and glossy
packaged programs seem to
be abundant, it’s refreshing to
know Stenhouse continues to
stay true to publishing books
that inspire and push teachers to
keep learning.”
– Kassia Omohundro Wedekind,
Author of Math Exchanges

SUSTAINED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
TRANSFORMS SCHOOLS
SEE HOW PD LEADERS ACROSS THE COUNTRY ARE USING STENHOUSE BOOKS AND VIDEOS TO DESIGN
CUSTOMIZED PD PROGRAMS THAT HELP TRANSFORM TEACHING, LEARNING, AND SCHOOL CULTURE

Brian Bushart, curriculum coordinator for elementary
mathematics in the Round Rock Independent School
District in Texas, liked the book Making Number Talks
Matter so much that he decided to share it with a cohort
of about thirty local educators, including K–5 teachers,
instructional coaches, and interventionists. They started
by meeting for two days last July and then scheduled nine
more after-school sessions throughout the school year. To
deepen their study, participants joined the Teaching Channel
collaborative and Bushart also asked his colleagues to reflect
on their experiences through blog posts and to share a
related lesson.
The book was very practical, grounded, and approachable,
Bushart said, and “turned out to be exactly what they
wanted.” In addition, the Teaching Channel videos enabled
teachers to see colleagues “trying out the things we were
talking about. It was so current: ‘Hey, I just did this on
Tuesday.’ It felt like they were in the book study with us. It
wasn’t canned or stale.”

THE STENHOUSE
PHILOSOPHY
“Over the years Stenhouse has stayed true to its
central vision of providing professional books that
are both thoughtful and practical. It is one of the
rare companies not whipsawed by education fads
or marketing trends.”
– Ralph Fletcher, Author of Making Nonfiction
from Scratch
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PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

“Sick of pendulum swings
in education? Stenhouse
doesn’t join movements; they
help teachers guard against
them. They support teachers
so they can best support
their students and their
books are backbone books,
helping teachers with what
really matters.”
– Dorothy Barnhouse, Author
of Readers Front and Center

Teachers are accustomed to
having school and district
leaders determine the scope
and format of their professional
development. Rarely do they
initiate, plan, and lead their
own on-the-job training.
That’s why Fernwood
Elementary School assistant
principal JoAnn Todd was
surprised and pleased last
spring when two teachers

As both the library coordinator and scientist-inresidence at Jackson STEM Dual Language Magnet
Academy in Pasadena, California, Mavonwe Banerdt
knew she was in a unique position to help teachers
thoughtfully integrate science and literacy lessons.
When district elementary literacy specialist Alyson
Beecher suggested that they focus professional
development on Perfect Pairs: Using Fiction &
Nonfiction Books to Teach Life Science, K–2
(Stenhouse, 2014), Banerdt realized that the book
was “perfect for what I wanted to do.” Authors
Melissa Stewart and Nancy Chesley “go into each
standard and what it’s trying to accomplish,” she
said. “They talk about how, over a period of time,
teachers can use fiction and nonfiction, how pairing
fiction and nonfiction [with science] is great because
you can reach the kids who are into each. But I feel
the book has an additional bonus in that it presents
a bridge from the ideas in the classroom to the real
world around us.”

asked if they could organize
a faculty book study focusing
on Intentional Talk: How to
Structure and Lead Productive
Mathematical Discussions
(Stenhouse, 2014).
“It was kind of a grassroots
movement,” which turned
out to be a wonderful way
to spread good instructional
practices, said Todd, who now
serves as principal of another

school in the Northshore
School District, near Seattle.
“Having it be from the ground
up, versus from the district or
principal, gives it more legs,
that genuine excitement.”
The book study also enabled
her to develop the leadership
skills of the two young teachers
who proposed it.

FOR MORE EXAMPLES OF
THE IMPACT OF STENHOUSE
BOOKS AND VIDEOS, VISIT
STENHOUSE.COM/
CASESTUDIES

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

stenhouse.com
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JENNIFER ALLEN | STACEY SHUBITZ | VICKI MEIGS-KAHLENBERG | KATE ROTH | JOAN DABROWSKI

Becoming a Literacy Leader, Second Edition
Supporting Learning and Change
Jennifer Allen

The first edition of Becoming a Literacy Leader chronicled Jennifer’s work as she moved
to a new school and a new job as a literacy specialist and found herself tackling everything
from teacher study groups to state-mandated assessment plans.
The new edition of her book is a thoughtful, reflective evolution of her work as she
rethinks how her identity and role as a literacy leader have evolved in the ten years since
she wrote the first edition. She focuses on three ideas to describe her work: the concept
of layered leadership, shared experiences in making meaning together, and the importance
of rowing in the same direction as a school community.
Jennifer firmly believes that teachers know what they need when it comes to professional
development, and she describes the layers of support that coaches can implement within
a school, including in-class support, curriculum support and assessment, study group
facilitation, and the cultivation of teacher leadership. She provides an explicit framework
for implementing these layers of coaching and explains how administrators can use the
literacy leader position to build and sustain change within their schools. #LitLeaders
Grades K–6 | August 2016 | 224 pp/paper | TJ-1096 | $25.00

“If you want to help your students improve the quality of their writing—
and who doesn’t?—you’ll find Craft Moves a must-have resource.”

The Author’s Apprentice

Developing Writing Fluency, Stamina, and Motivation Through
Authentic Publication
Vicki Meigs-Kahlenberg; Foreword by Jeff Anderson

“What are we teaching our students about writing, if it isn’t what actual writers do?”
This provocative question begins the journey Vicki Meigs-Kahlenberg takes us on in The
Author’s Apprentice.
With the popular NaNoWriMo (National Novel Writing Month)—an event each November during
which participants attempt to write a novel from start to finish—as her inspiration, she reinvents
the writer’s workshop using an authentic and engaging “apprenticeship” approach that is based
on the writing advice of middle grades and young adult authors students are currently reading.
The book integrates classroom practices from Kelly Gallagher, Ralph Fletcher, Lynne Dorfman,
and Nancie Atwell with writing practices from authors such as Rick Riordan, Lois Lowry, Gordon
Korman, and Margaret Peterson Haddix.

The Author’s Apprentice provides a yearlong planning guide, weekly writing challenges, ideas for
publication possibilities, step-by-step lesson plans, and hundreds of author quotes to motivate
student learning. The ideas and lessons in this book are not a quick and easy journey, but
becoming a better writer—an author—never is. #AuthorsApprentice
Grades 2–6 | July 2016 | 304 pp/paper | TJ-0941 | $25.00

— Ralph Fletcher

Interactive Writing Across Grades

Craft Moves

Lesson Sets for Teaching Writing with Mentor Texts
Stacey Shubitz; Foreword by Lester Laminack

How do you choose mentor texts for your students? How do you mine them for the craft
lessons you want your students to learn?
In Craft Moves, Stacey Shubitz, cofounder of the Two Writing Teachers website, does
the heavy lifting for you: using twenty recently published picture books, she creates
more than 180 lessons to teach various craft moves that will help your students become
better writers.
Stacey first discusses picture books as teaching tools and offers ways to integrate them
into your curriculum, and classroom discussions. Each of the 184 lessons in the book
includes a publisher’s summary, a rationale or explanation of the craft move demonstrated
in the book, and a procedure that takes teachers and students back into the mentor
text to deepen their understanding of the selected craft move. A step-by-step guide
demonstrates how to analyze a picture book for multiple craft moves. #CraftMoves
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Grades K–6 | 2016 | 240 pp/paper | TJ-1022 | $24.00
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Interactive writing is a dynamic, unscripted instructional method in which the teacher and
students work together to construct a meaningful text while simultaneously discussing the
details of the writing process. Together they plan, compose, and review text in a variety of
genres. The “interactive” piece involves group collaboration in planning and composing the
writing through guided conversation and a unique “sharing the pen” technique where students
do the actual writing.
Interactive writing harnesses the natural interactions teachers have with their students as
they compose a writing piece. It allows for real-time differentiation and tailored scaffolding.
Interactive writing fits within any writing curriculum and can be adapted to your classroom’s
technology levels.

Interactive Writing Across Grades: A Small Practice with Big Results, PreK–5 is your how-to
guide, unpacking this powerful method step by step—and grade by grade. The authors help you
figure out where and how interactive writing fits within your literacy framework, regardless of
the grade you teach. Discover what makes interactive writing a particularly effective teaching
practice that can support both emergent and fluent writers. #InteractiveWriting
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Copublished with the International Literacy Association (ILA)
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Kate Roth and Joan Dabrowski

Grades Pre-K–5 | 2016 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-1115 | $27.95
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A Small Practice with Big Results, PreK–5
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KRISTIN ACKERMAN | JENNIFER MCDONOUGH | FRANKI SIBBERSON | KAREN SZYMUSIAK

KATRIN BLAMEY | KATHERINE BEAUCHAT | KATHY G. SHORT | DEANNA DAY | JEAN SCHROEDER

Starting Strong

Evidence-Based Early Literacy Practices

Katrin
Blamey
and
Katherine
Beauchat

S TA R TI N G

STRONG

Evid ence -Bas ed
Early Literacy
Practices

Conferring with Young Writers

What to Do When You Don’t Know What to Do

Katrin Blamey and Katherine Beauchat

Kristin Ackerman and Jennifer McDonough

Starting Strong shows teachers how to use four proven instructional approaches—standards
based, evidenced based, assessment based, and student based—to improve their teaching
practice in all areas of early literacy.

If you’ve ever sat down to confer with a child and felt at a loss for what to say or how to help
move him or her forward as a writer, this book is for you. If you are a strong teacher of writing
but are not seeing results from your students, this book is for you.

Authors Katrin Blamey and Katherine Beauchat draw on their years of experience and early
literacy expertise to guide you in figuring out what to teach and how to find the most instructionally sound method to teach it. They help you determine the instructional needs of your
classroom and take full advantage of what you know about your students so you can engage
them in learning.

Authors Kristin Ackerman and Jennifer McDonough have been teaching writing for several
years and know that conferring can be a murky and messy process—perhaps the hardest
component of all. Written from the lessons they’ve learned through hard-won classroom
experience—their mistakes and challenges—Conferring with Young Writers is based on
what Kristin and Jen call the “three Fs”: frequency, focus, and follow-up. They’ve created a
classroom management system that offers routine and structure for giving the most effective
feedback in a writing conference.

With chapters on oral language, vocabulary, phonological awareness, word recognition,
comprehension, and writing skills, this comprehensive book explains each skill and provides
research-based strategies for targeting each area. Supported by evidence-based research and
aligned to key tenets of the Common Core, the book also includes classroom-tested activities
and children’s literature suggestions for each area of literacy.

Starting Strong is an essential resource that any early literacy teacher or coach using
a balanced literacy approach can use to build a solid foundation for their students.
#StartingStrong

This book will help writing teachers—and students—learn to break down and utilize the
qualities that enable good writing: elaboration, voice, structure, conventions, and focus.
The authors also provide the knowledge and skills it takes to confer well, which will
help you improve as a writing teacher and give your students the confidence to think of
themselves as writers. #YoungWriters
Grades K–5 | August 2016 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-1039 | $21.00

Grades Pre-K–3 | July 2016 | 240 (est.) pp/paper | TJ-0930 | $25.00

Still Learning to Read, Second Edition

Teaching Globally

Reading the World Through Literature
Edited by Kathy G. Short, Deanna Day, and Jean Schroeder

In today’s globally connected world, it is becoming essential for students to have an
understanding of different cultures and perspectives. In this edited collection, Kathy Short,
Deanna Day, and Jean Schroeder bring together fourteen classroom teachers and university
professors who use global children’s literature to help students explore their own cultural
identities.
The book lays out why this kind of global curriculum is important and how to make space for
it within district and state mandates. Built around a curriculum framework developed by Kathy,
the ideas and strategies in Teaching Globally will help teachers integrate a global focus into
existing literacy and social studies curricula, evaluate foreign resources, guide students as they
investigate cross-cultural issues, and create classroom activities with a global perspective.

Teaching Globally is filled with vignettes from K–8 urban and rural schools that describe
successes and struggles, as well as real examples of students responding to global literature.
Extensive lists of book recommendations, websites, and professional books, as well as an
appendix of global book text sets mentioned by the authors, complete this must-have resource.
#TeachingGlobally

Teaching Students in Grades 3–6

Franki Sibberson and Karen Szymusiak; Foreword by Colby Sharp

In the decade since the first edition of Still Learning to Read was published, the
prevalence of testing and the Common Core State Standards have changed what is
expected of both teachers and students.
The new edition of Still Learning to Read focuses on the needs of students in grades 3–6
in all aspects of reading instruction, including reading workshop, read-aloud, classroom
design, digital tools, fiction, nonfiction, and close reading. The book stays true to its
original beliefs of slowing down and knowing our readers, but it also takes into account
the sense of urgency that changing times and standards impose on classrooms.
This edition examines current trends in literacy, includes a new section on intentional
instructional planning, and provides expanded examples of mini-lessons and routines
that promote deeper thinking about learning. It also includes a brand new chapter
on scaffolding for reading nonfiction and showcases the authors’ latest thinking on
close reading and text complexity. Online videos provide glimpses into classrooms as
students make book choices, work in small groups, and discuss their reading notebooks.
#StillLearning
Grades 3–6 | August 2016 | 248 pp/paper | TJ-1026 | $31.00

Grades K–6 | July 2016 | 350 (est.) pp/paper | TJ-0792 | $28.00
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NEW TITLES FROM
PEMBROKE PUBLISHERS

DAVID BOOTH | PAT TROTTIER | HEATHER HOLLIS

RUTH CULHAM | CHRISTOPHER DANIELSON
RUTH CULHAM

Dream
Wa s

Dream Wakers

Mentor Texts That Celebrate Latino Culture
Ruth Culham; Foreword by Pam Muñoz Ryan

In Dream Wakers: Mentor Texts That Celebrate Latino Culture, Ruth Culham focuses her love
of children’s literature—and her decades of work developing the traits of writing—on books that
celebrate Latino life and culture. She provides a wide variety of ideas to teach writing using some
of the richest and most beautiful children’s books available. Dream Wakers gives you:

• An annotated list of more than 120 books with do-it-today lesson ideas for teaching

the traits of writing—Ideas, Organization, Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, and
Conventions. More than half of the books listed are bilingual or offer English and/or Spanish
editions.

LATINO CULTURE
MENTOR TEXTS THAT CELEBRATE
~
foreword by PAM MUNOZ RYAN

LITE RAC Y 101

• Eleven original, insightful essays by renowned children’s authors of some of the
featured books.

• A handy reference chart that helps teachers locate books quickly by trait, genre, language,

Literacy 101

Questions and Answers That Meet the Needs of Real Teachers
David Booth

In his new book, David Booth answers questions from real teachers about
building skills in literacy—from phonics to comprehension, from simple exercises
to rich reading materials. Drawing on more than forty years of experience in
education, David shares hard-learned lessons about what has—and hasn’t—
worked for him. This is both a practical guide and a personal chronicle of growth
in the classroom.
Grades K–12 | June 2016 | TJ-8315 | $24.00

and author/publisher information.

Ruth encourages all of us to make sure students of all backgrounds have access to high-quality,
culturally diverse texts and recognize the difference those texts will make in their reading lives, as
well as in their perception of themselves as thinkers, learners, and citizens. #DreamWakers
Grades 2–5 | September 2016 | 184 (est.) pp/paper | TJ-0111 | $28.95

NOW AVAILABLE FROM STENHOUSE: The Writing Thief See page 56 for details.

Which One Doesn’t Belong?
which one doesn’t bel
ong?

A SHAPES BOOK

/

C H R I ST O P H E R D A N I E
LSON

which one doesn’t belong?

A Shapes Book and Teacher’s Guide
Christopher Danielson

Each page of Which One Doesn’t Belong? contains a thoughtfully designed set of four shapes.
Each of the shapes can be a correct answer to the question “Which one doesn’t belong?”
Because all their answers are right answers, students naturally shift their focus to justifications
and arguments based on the shapes’ geometric properties.
In the companion teacher’s guide, Danielson shows how to facilitate rich discussions and teach
mathematical argumentation using Which One Doesn’t Belong? He models how to listen closely
and respectfully to students’ ideas about shapes. Danielson synthesizes research about how
children learn geometry, discusses the role of geometry in the mathematics curriculum, and
gives plenty of practical advice about different ways to implement Which One Doesn’t Belong?
in classrooms.

Which One Doesn’t Belong? and its accompanying guide are powerful, flexible resources
teachers can use to provoke lively discussions and deep learning about shapes with students
from kindergarten to calculus. #WODB
A SHAPES BOOK

/

T E AC H E R ’ S G U I D E

/

C H R I ST O P H E R D A N I E L S O N

For more
information and to
look inside the book,
turn to page 84.
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Grades K–12 | 2016
TEACHER’S BUNDLE includes:
84-page Teacher’s Guide, 36-page hardcover student book, and access to digital formats:
TJ-SB80 | $25.00

DAV I D B O OT H

PAT TROTTIE
R

RELATIONSHIPS
MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE

Relationships Make the Difference

Connect with your studen
help them build social, ts and
emotional,
and academic skills

Connect with Your Students and Help Them Build Social,
Emotional, and Academic Skills
Pat Trottier

Discovering what students are capable of and how they feel about things is
the first step toward nurturing learners in your classroom. Helping students
develop their social-emotional skills sets the scene for academic growth and
achievement. This book provides the scaffolding that teachers need to establish
strong relationships with their students and create caring classroom communities
that build relationships with parents, school administration and staff, and
suppor specialists.
Grades K–12 | July 2016 | TJ-8314 | $24.00
OLLIS
H E AT H E R H

TEACHING
WITH HUMOR,
COMPASSION
AND
CONVICTION

Teaching with Humor, Compassion, and Conviction

nts become
Helping our stude passionate
te,
literate, considera
human beings

Helping Our Students Become Literate, Considerate,
Passionate Human Beings
Heather Hollis

How can teachers make their literacy classrooms a place of joy? Full of
simple strategies and activities for building community, this practical book
is committed to promoting strong literacy skills. It is full of simple strategies
and activities for creating mindful classrooms where students are free to
speak with compassion, write with conviction, and read with joy.
Grades K–6 | September 2016 | TJ-8316 | $24.00

ADDITIONAL STUDENT BOOKS:
Hardcover (single copy): 36 pages | TJ-1080 | $12.50
Paperback (5-pack): TJ-1130 | $30

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.
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NEW TITLES FROM
PEMBROKE PUBLISHERS

KYLA HADDEN | ADRIENNE GEAR
KYLA HADDEN | ADRIENN
E GEAR

Powerful Readers

Thinking Strategies to Guide Literacy Instruction in Secondary
Classrooms
Kyla Hadden and Adrienne Gear

At any age or grade level, powerful readers are those who are aware of their
thinking as they read. The assumption is that high school students don’t need
to be taught how to read; but even if they can decode words and gain literal
understanding, they often don’t think deeply about what they are reading.
Powerful Readers demonstrates that instruction in the key strategies of
connecting, visualizing, questioning, inferring, determining importance, and
transforming can help students develop their reading skills and get more out of
their work with fiction and nonfiction. Step-by-step lessons for introducing and
using the strategies, connections to literary devices, and reading lists for each
strategy are all part of this valuable resource.

POWERFUL READERS
Thinking Strategies to Guide Literacy Instruction

in Secondary Classrooms

The Construction Zone

Also by Terry Thompson:
Adventures in Graphica, page 37.

Building Scaffolds for Readers and Writers

Terry Thompson; Foreword by Donalyn Miller
Instructional scaffolding is an essential part of teaching literacy. But what is scaffolding exactly? What
does it look like in a classroom, and how can we improve the ways we use it? Despite its prominence in
the repertoire of teaching strategies, scaffolding remains a vague concept for many teachers. In essence,
scaffolding is the idea of supporting students as they build independence. In The Construction Zone, Terry
Thompson identifies four critical processes to deepen your understanding and improve your practice
of instructional scaffolding and encourages teachers to enhance their use of the traditional gradual
release process through five actionable steps: show, share, support, sustain, and survey, and in doing so
provides procedures and techniques to help them establish and maintain strong scaffolds throughout the
instructional day. The Construction Zone is written from the teacher’s perspective and urges educators to
fully embrace their role in the scaffolding process while staying mindful of the effect it has on students.
Taking a student from dependence upon the teacher to independent learning is what teaching is all about,
and instructional scaffolding is key to accomplishing this goal. Regardless of where you are in your
understanding of instructional scaffolding, The Construction Zone will raise your level of awareness
around your instructional practices and the ways you scaffold students to independence.

Literacy

Grades K–6

2015 | 216 pp/paper | TJ-0869 | $22.00

“Any educator interested in building independent learners will find this filled with
real-world applications and constructive approaches to educational scaffolding.”
— Midwest Book Review

Grades 8–12 | August 2016 | TJ-8310 | $24.00

PREVIEW ALL OF OUR
NEW TITLES ONLINE IN
THEIR ENTIRETY!

One-chapter previews are
available for all of our older titles.

2013 | 184 pp/paper | TJ-0954 | $21.00
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Brenda J. Overturf with Leslie H. Montgomery and
Margot Holmes Smith

Vocabularians shows teachers of all content areas how to build word
networks, flood the classroom environment with academic vocabulary,
and incorporate the three word-solving strategies that researchers have
found to be the most important—teaching students how to use context;
deciphering words by breaking down prefixes, suffixes, and root words;
and using reference materials in authentic ways. Brenda Overturf
highlights effective ways to develop students’ vocabulary skills using
art, music, games, technology, reading, writing, speaking, listening, and
critical thinking. Vocabularians is for any middle-level educator who
wants to help young adolescents increase knowledge and competency
with word study while bringing interest, motivation, and even joy to
their learning. Free study guide online.
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Integrated Word Study in the Middle Grades

2015 | 220 pp/paper | TJ-1016 | $21.00
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Vocabularians

Word Nerds takes you inside classrooms at a high-poverty
urban school and shows how the authors weave vocabulary
into each school day using art, literature, movement,
games, writing, test-taking skills, and technology. The
authors explain their five-part plan—introducing new
words in context, adding related synonyms and antonyms,
engaging students in several days of active learning,
celebrating new words, and assessing vocabulary
development—that teaches all students to learn and love
vocabulary. Free study guide online.

whether a book is right for you.

ww

Word Nerds

Brenda J. Overturf, Leslie H. Montgomery, and
Margot Holmes Smith

and give you a chance to decide
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Grades 5–8

Teaching All Students to Learn and
Love Vocabulary

Our previews are in full color

PREVIE

Grades K–6

se

Package: TJ-5VOC | $35 (reg. $42) Save $7 when you buy both!

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

stenhouse.com

800-988-9812
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Debbie is a nationally recognized literacy consultant
and speaker who works in classrooms throughout
the year. She has experience as a classroom teacher,
migrant education teacher, Title I reading specialist,
and literacy coach in pre-K through grade 10.
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See Debbie’s math book and video on page 84.

Grades Pre-K–5

Grades K–2

Spaces & Places

Think Small!

Making the Most of Spotlight on
Engaging Our Youngest Small Groups
Small Groups
Readers in Small
Groups

In Think Small!, Debbie
plans and teaches various
small-group lessons with
students at different reading
levels while the rest of the
class works independently at
literacy work stations. Teachers
learn how to form groups,
organize for small-group
instruction, choose books,
write lesson plans, and support
student independence.

Small groups are a crucial
element of every teacher’s
reading program, and their
importance only grows as
teachers face more diverse
learners. This DVD gives
viewers an in-depth look at two
reading groups led by Debbie.

Differentiation for All

Debbie discusses small groups
and the teacher’s role in
small-group instruction. She
answers difficult questions
regarding small-group
instruction and provides
practical tips, sample lessons,
lesson plans and templates,
suggestions for related literacy
work stations, and connections
to whole-group instruction.

2008 | 58 minutes
(2 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $175.00 (TJ-0715)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

2007 | 232 pp/paper | TJ-0431
$24.00

2009 | 90 minutes
(10 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $295.00 (TJ-0769)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming
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PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Grades 3–6

Grades K–3

Grades K–3

Practice with Purpose

Literacy Work Stations

Growing Independent Learners

This book and companion video
(sold separately) help teachers solve
the dilemma: what does the rest of
my class do while I’m working with
a small reading group? Debbie offers
practical suggestions for creating
literacy work stations that link to
instruction and make preparation
and management easy for teachers.

Growing Independent Learners provides a comprehensive guide—
with more than 400 full-color photos—to help you plan instruction
focused on literacy standards, organize your classroom for
maximum benefit, and lead your students to independence through
whole-group lessons, small-group focus, and partner learning at
literacy stations. Debbie lays the foundation for successful literacy
work stations; explains standards-based instruction built around
key reading, writing, and foundational skills as well as speaking,
listening, and language standards; and provides the following:
• Detailed explanations of each focal standard’s importance and
real-world application
• Planning tools that include academic vocabulary, plans
for whole-group instruction, and suggestions for literacy
work stations
• Complete whole-group lesson plans that you can use and modify
again and again
• Connections to help you extend the lessons into other areas
of daily instruction, including independent reading time,
small-group instruction, and work stations
• Mentor texts to use during whole group, small group, or stations
• Teaching tips that can help build skills from grade to grade

Literacy Work Stations for
Grades 3–6

In Practice with Purpose and its
companion video (sold separately),
Debbie shows teachers of grades
3–6 how to establish routines for
independent reading and response
writing and how to set up and manage
a variety of hands-on literacy work
stations for intermediate students.
Debbie discusses how to use stations
to support achievement and to provide
practice in content areas.
2005 | 224 pp/paper | TJ-0395 | $24.00

Stepping Up with Literacy
Stations (Companion Video)

code

ING

M

2008 | 240 pp/paper (full color)
TJ-0722 | $30.00

Grades 2–5

2007 | 90 minutes
(16 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $295.00 (TJ-0475)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Making Centers Work

2003 | 224 pp/paper | TJ-0353 $24.00

Launching Literacy Stations
(Companion Video)
2006 | 102 minutes
(20 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $295.00 (TJ-0443)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

From Literacy Standards to Stations, K–3

February 2016 | 308 pp/paper | TJ-0912 | $39.00

U

Spaces & Places features more
than 300 full-color photos from
classroom spaces in grades
pre-K–5, including areas for
whole-group and small-group
reading instruction, classroom
libraries, literacy work stations,
teacher desks, and storage
areas. The “before and after”
pictures and step-by-step
processes show how to set up a
room space by space.

Grades K–3

n

Designing Classrooms
for Literacy

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Package: TJ-DIL25 | $55 (reg. $69) Save $14 when you buy both books!

MINIM

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

stenhouse.com

800-988-9812
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Greater Expectations

Teaching Academic Literacy to
Underrepresented Students

Grades 5–12

Robin Turner

Word Travelers

2009 AEP Distinguished Achievement Award

Using Digital Tools to Explore Vocabulary and Develop
Independent Learners

2012 | Enhanced e-book with video | TJ-1085 | $24.99
NOW IN A DOWNLOADABLE ENHANCED E-BOOK FORMAT!

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Lee Ann Tysseling; Featuring a Mini-Lesson by Julie Coiro

Online book Word Travelers explores an exciting new array of technologyassisted resources—animated semantic networks, instant etymologies, audio
pronunciation guides, word games, and more—that can boost students’
literacy skills and encourage reading. Video tutorials and classroom
interviews help you and your students find the best digital resources for
vocabulary instruction and assessment.

Grades 7–12

In Greater Expectations, Robin Turner, a high school English
teacher, offers pragmatic, proven methods for better preparing
underrepresented students for higher education. The book and
companion video (sold separately) are grounded in Robin’s
experience, and he shares his highly effective methods that
improve academic performance, standardized test scores, and
college admission rates for underrepresented students.
2008 | 240 pp/paper | TJ-0740 | $19.50

Academic Literacy (Companion Video)
2008 | 34 minutes
(5 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $95.00 (TJ-0760)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Doing Literary Criticism

Helping Students Engage with Challenging Texts

Grades K–6

Tim Gillespie; Foreword by Leila Christenbury

The Cornerstones to Early Literacy

Doing Literary Criticism breaks down the dense language of critical theory
into clear, lively, and thorough explanations of many schools of critical
thought. Each theory has its own chapter with a brief overview and a history of
the approach, along with an in-depth discussion of its benefits and limitations.
Using stories from his four decades of teaching English, Tim Gillespie
provides a wealth of suggestions for discussion, essay and research paper
topics, recommended texts, exam questions, and more.

Childhood Experiences That Promote
Learning in Reading, Writing, and
Oral Language
Katherine Luongo-Orlando

The Cornerstones to Early Literacy highlights that learning
and language development start with play episodes, oral
language practices, word-play activities, print encounters,
reading events, and writing experiences that children have in
the early years of life. This step-by-step guide offers practical
pathways that guide young learners on their first steps to
lifelong literacy.

2010 | 320 pp/paper + CD | TJ-0842 | $35.00

2010 | 168 pp/paper | TJ-8257 | $22.00

Grades K–8

Pembroke Publishers

Making Sense/Writing Sense
Juli Kendall and Outey Khuon

Grades K–4

Making Sense outlines fifty-two lessons that teach students how to make
connections, ask questions, visualize, infer, determine importance, and
synthesize. The book’s five main sections are geared to the stages of language
proficiency. Writing Sense integrates reading and writing instruction and
outlines the classroom conditions necessary for successful writing instruction
with English language learners, whether in writing workshop or small-group
instruction.

In the Company of Children

Package: TJ-04MS | $36 (reg. $43) Save $7 when you buy both!
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PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

Joanne Hindley; Foreword by Shelley Harwayne

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Making Sense: 2005 | 168 pp/paper | TJ-0409 | $21.00
Writing Sense: 2006 | 224 pp/paper | TJ-0442 | $22.00

Literacy

Literacy

Grades 6–12

This useful guide and its companion video (sold separately)
show how to implement reading and writing workshops
that are rigorous and efficient so that every minute counts.
Joanne Hindley looks at issues such as managing productive
workshops in a crowded classroom, launching writer’s
notebooks, and guidelines for conferring with students.
1996 | 208 pp/paper (color insert) | TJ-0010 | $22.50

Inside Reading and Writing Workshops
(Companion Video)
1998 | 106 minutes | (24 segments) + viewing guide
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year) | stenhouse.com/streaming

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

stenhouse.com

Janet Allen

The Importance
of Rich and
Varied Language
Experiences
Rich language experiences
mean that students will have
opportunities to encounter
interesting words each day.
These encounters should be so
varied that the words draw them
into learning many more words
than you may have intended. As
I was writing this, I received an
e-mail from Joy Hakim (author
of Freedom: A History of US and
The Story of Science) sharing her
new e-book, Reading Science
Stories: Narrative Tales of Science
Adventurers. I was immediately
so engrossed in reading these
narrative nonfiction pieces that
I had a hard time stopping to
continue writing (and unpacking). I
laughed out loud at her engaging
use of language:
Most priests and teachers and
ordinary people have a hard
time dealing with the astonishing
idea that the universe does not
revolve around us. Copernicus’s
discovery leads to another idea
that many find hard to accept
(and a few find exciting): if Earth
is not the center of the universe
maybe the universe was not
made just for us. (2015, 123–124)
While you may know someone
who still doesn’t understand this
concept, there is no doubt in my
mind that readers will learn a great
deal of academic, domain-specific
words when they are embedded in
a text with such rich language.
(See Janet’s books on pages 18-19)

800-988-9812
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Spotlight on

JANET ALLEN

Grades 4–12

Grades 4 –12

Inside Words

Yellow Brick Roads

Tools for Teaching Academic
Vocabulary, Grades 4–12
In Inside Words, Janet merges
research and key content-area
teaching strategies into a series of
instructional tools that shows teachers
how to help students understand
the academic vocabulary found in
textbooks, tests, articles, and other
informational texts. Each instructional
tool is listed alphabetically.
2007 | 176 pp/paper + CD
TJ-0399 | $21.50

Shared and Guided
Paths to Independent
Reading, 4–12

Are you looking for a way to
establish comprehensive literacy
instruction in your school so that
all students receive support in
becoming competent and confident
readers? Yellow Brick Roads offers
research-based methods for helping
teachers move toward these goals,
with the author outlining solutions for
many of the literacy dilemmas that
teachers face every day.

“An easy-to-read, use, and
apply vocabulary toolkit
that can revolutionize the
teaching of vocabulary for
all students.” — MiddleWeb

Grades 4–12

Grades 4–12

Grades 4–12

Grades 4–12

Words, Words, Words

On the Same Page

Tools for Teaching
Content Literacy/
More Tools for Teaching
Content Literacy

Tools for Teaching
Academic Vocabulary

Teaching Vocabulary in
Grades 4–12

Words, Words, Words describes the
research that changed the way Janet
and many others teach vocabulary
and provides educators with detailed
classroom-based lessons and graphic
organizers to support strategy
lessons. This book offers practical
solutions for meeting state and
national standards in meaningful and
lasting ways.
1999 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0085
$21.50

2000 | 316 pp/paper | TJ-0319
$26.00
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1997 | 256 pp/paper | TJ-0042
Grades 4–8 | $24.00

Reading aloud brings out nuances
of meaning and understanding that
are often missed on the page. On the
Same Page explores the use of shared
reading as an instructional approach
for readers at all levels of language
proficiency. The book provides
research, resources, practical ideas,
and strategies for building from shared
reading to increase students’ literate
experience in a number of curricular
and instructional areas.
Free study guide online.

In Tools for Teaching Content Literacy,
Janet puts a wealth of research-based
instructional tools at teachers’ fingertips
to help students make connections
with informational resources and read
critically. More Tools for Teaching
Content Literacy offers twenty-five
additional instructional strategies,
descriptions, and practical assessments
using the same spiral-bound, tabbed
flipchart format.

Tools: 2004 | 52 pp/flipchart
TJ-0380 | $15.00

More Tools: 2008 | 46 pp/flipchart

Tools for Teaching Academic
Vocabulary centers on four components
of effective vocabulary instruction—
providing rich and varied language
experiences, teaching individual words,
teaching word-learning strategies, and
fostering word consciousness—and
provides tools to develop effective
instruction for each component. Janet
explores how best to teach general
academic vocabulary, disciplinespecific vocabulary, topic-specific
vocabulary, and passage-critical
vocabulary.
2014 | 78 pp/flipchart | TJ-0408
$15.00

TJ-0771 | $15.00

Package: TJ-OLS8 | $36 (reg. $45)
Save $9 when you buy all three Tools books!

U

Janet Allen and Kyle Gonzalez

n

There’s Room for Me Here

Shared Reading Beyond the
Primary Grades

2002 | 328 pp/paper | TJ-0332
$25.50

o

Literacy

Literacy

Janet Allen is an international consultant recognized for her comprehensive
work in reading education. She taught high school English for twenty years in
Maine before moving to the University of Southern Florida, where she taught
reading education.

MINIM

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

stenhouse.com

800-988-9812
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Spotlight on

ERIK PALMER

Literacy

Literacy

Erik Palmer is an educational consultant based in Denver, Colorado. He was a
classroom teacher for twenty-one years. His areas of specialty include improving oral
communication and updating instruction to incorporate twenty-first-century tools.

Grades 5–12

Poem Central

Word Journey with Readers and Writers
Shirley McPhillips

Poem Central is divided into three main parts—weaving poetry into
our lives and our classrooms, reading poems, and writing poems.
Shirley McPhillips has structured the book in short sections that are
easy to read and dip into. Each section has a specific focus, provides
background knowledge, shows poets at work, highlights information
on crafting, defines poetic terms, features finished work, includes
classroom examples, and lists additional resources.
2014 | 320 pp/paper | TJ-0963 | $22.00
Also by Shirley McPhillips: A Note Slipped Under the Door.

Grades 4–12

Dramathemes, Fourth Edition

Classroom Literacy That Will Excite, Surprise, and
Stimulate Learning
Larry Swartz

Simple, engaging strategies for exploring literacy in new and innovative ways
show how to weave picture books, novels, poetry, scripts, photographs, and
other interactive strategies into effective literacy instruction. The book includes
many new sources and carefully chosen strategies for exploring issues such as
identity, poverty, diversity, bullying, and immigration.
2014 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8300 | $24.00
Pembroke Publishers

Grades 4–8

Grades 4–12

Grades 4–12

Good Thinking

Well Spoken

Digitally Speaking

Teaching Argument, Persuasion,
and Reasoning

A large part of our everyday communication
involves argumentation and reasoning—but
how well do we prepare students for these
tasks? Can they critically evaluate a speaker’s
point of view? Understand rhetorical devices?
Apply logic? Build an effective argument,
whether written or spoken?
In Good Thinking, Erik Palmer shows teachers
of all subject matters how to transform the
activities they already use into openings
for improving student thinking. He reveals
how all students, not just those in advanced
classes, can begin developing sophisticated
reasoning skills that will improve their oral and
written communications.
Blending theory with practice, Palmer shares
a wide range of classroom-tested lessons
and explains complex concepts in simple,
practical language that gives teachers a deft
understanding of the principles of good
arguments, proper use of evidence, persuasive
techniques, and rhetorical tricks.
#goodthinkingbook

Teaching Speaking to
All Students
Foreword by Kelly Gallagher

Well Spoken provides a framework
for understanding the skills involved
in all effective oral communication.
Veteran teacher and education
consultant Erik Palmer offers practical
steps and lesson ideas that teachers
need to successfully teach speaking in
a variety of situations, from classroom
discussions to formal presentations.
This wonderful reference also
includes a set of tools for students
to help them learn how to grab the
audience’s attention, use emphatic
hand gestures, and adjust speed
for effect.
2011 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0881
$18.00

How to Improve Student
Presentations with
Technology

Discover how to turn almost any
lesson in any classroom into an
opportunity for students to practice
creating and performing a speech
with the assistance of technology. In
this enhanced e-book, Erik Palmer
previews websites and Internet
tools, shows teachers how to use a
recommended tool, provides audio
and video that reveal how students
can rehearse, and features rubrics on
evaluating speaking.
2012 | Enhanced e-book with video
TJ-1072 | $24.99
NOW IN A DOWNLOADABLE
ENHANCED E-BOOK FORMAT!

Less Is More

Teaching Literature with Short Texts,
Grades 6–12
Kimberly Hill Campbell; Foreword by Leila Christenbury

In order to reach and engage all students, teachers need to look beyond novels
and embrace a richer variety of literature. In Less Is More, Kimberly Hill
Campbell draws on research as well as her own classroom experiences to show
how short texts engage a wide range of middle and high school students. She
shares her discovery of the power of short texts to support her students’ skills as
readers, writers, and students of literature.
2007 | 232 pp/paper | TJ-0710 | $20.00

Grades K–8

Spelling K–8

Planning and Teaching
Diane Snowball and Faye Bolton

Spelling K–8 and its companion DVD, Focus on Spelling (sold separately),
put systematic teaching in place without compromising the principles of
constructivist learning. Children are actively engaged in spelling explorations,
being guided by their teachers, and forming generalizations that reflect their
current understanding about how written English works. The book and DVD
offer teachers a wealth of strategies and resources that help instill purposeful,
smart spelling instruction.
1999 | 280 pp/paper | TJ-0074 | $24.50

2016 | 152 pp/paper | TJ-1064 | $18.00
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Grades 2–12

Common Core Standards in Diverse Classrooms

Essential Practices for Developing Academic Language and
Disciplinary Literacy

Grades 9–12

Jeff Zwiers, Susan O’Hara, and Robert Pritchard

Rhetorical Comprehension, Critique, and Response
Jennifer Fletcher; Foreword by Carol Jago

No matter where students’ lives lead after graduation, one of the most
essential tools we can teach them is how to comprehend, analyze, and
respond to arguments. In Teaching Arguments, Jennifer Fletcher provides
engaging classroom activities, writing prompts, graphic organizers, and
student samples to help students at all levels read, write, listen, speak,
and think rhetorically. Teaching Arguments will help students learn how
to understand multiple perspectives; the tension between belief and
doubt; the interplay of reason, character, and emotion; the dynamics of
occasion, audience, and purpose; and how our own identities shape what
we read and write.

In order to meet the Common Core State Standards that require students to be
creators, critics, and communicators of ideas across disciplines, many students
need extra emphasis on accelerating their academic communication skills. Common
Core Standards in Diverse Classrooms describes seven research-based teaching
practices for developing complex language and literacy skills across grade levels
and disciplines: using complex texts, fortifying complex output, fostering academic
interaction, clarifying complex language, modeling, guiding, and designing
instruction. Teachers will find classroom activities based on the seven practices,
dozens of classroom examples, detailed lessons, and more.
2014 | 304 pp/paper | TJ-0997 | $25.00

2015 | 288 pp/paper | TJ-0999 | $26.00

Grades K–8

“…this book is a wonderful tool for using literature
for classroom learning and how to make the most of
your time spent in the story.” — Teachers’ Toolbox

Story

Grades 3–6

Still the Heart of Literacy Learning

Supporting Struggling Readers and
Writers

Katie Egan Cunningham; Foreword by Linda Rief

In a time when teachers are working incredibly hard to provide students with strategies
to read different kinds of text, to write across genres, and to speak and listen with
purpose, Katie Egan Cunningham reminds us that when we bridge strategy with
the power of story we deepen literacy learning. In Story: Still the Heart of Literacy
Learning, Katie shares her story as a classroom teacher, staff developer, professor, and
mother and shows teachers how to create classrooms of caring, empathetic, inquisitive
storytellers. You will learn specific ways to build a classroom library that reflects our
diverse society through rich, purposeful, and varied texts. Katie provides numerous
examples of multigenre and multimodal stories from children’s and young adult
literature, poetry, songs, and multimedia, and the practical toolkit at the end of each
chapter demonstrates how to make stories come alive in any classroom.

Strategies for Classroom Intervention, 3–6
Dorothy S. Strickland, Kathy Ganske, and
Joanne K. Monroe

Drawing on a combined forty years of teaching and research-based
practices, the authors explore the factors that contribute to success
and failure in literacy and provide systematic and ongoing
approaches for helping students who are most at risk.
2001 | 264 pp/paper | TJ-0055 | $26.00

See page 43 for details.

Teaching Arguments

STARTER CLASSROOM LIBRARY

Literacy

“The book has a solid theoretical foundation BUT is loaded with practical ideas.
Fletcher doesn’t stint when it comes to sharing.” — New England States blog

2015 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-1024 | $21.00

Grades 4–12

Thinking Through Genre

Grades 5–12

Units of Study in Reading and Writing Workshops,
4–12

Academic Conversations

Classroom Talk That Fosters Critical Thinking and Content
Understandings

Heather Lattimer; Foreword by Randy Bomer

Thinking Through Genre supports English teachers who seek
to engage their students in genre studies in the reading and
writing workshop.
Free study guide online.
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Academic conversations—back-and-forth dialogues in which students focus
on a topic and explore it by building, challenging, and negotiating relevant
ideas—push students to think and learn in lasting ways. Jeff Zwiers and
Marie Crawford identify five core communication skills to help students hold
productive academic conversations across content areas. The authors describe
how to use conversations to build academic vocabulary and grammar, critical
thinking skills, literacy skills, and abstract essential understandings.
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Spotlight on

GAIL BOUSHEY &
JOAN MOSER,

Literacy

Literacy

Gail Boushey and Joan Moser are former classroom teachers who provide
workshops for thousands of teachers across the country each year to support
success with the Daily 5 and CAFE frameworks. They also offer a subscription
website and an online conferring notebook at thedailycafe.com.

“Our school implemented Daily 5/CAFE this
year from Pre-K to year 7 and the majority of
teachers are saying that they have seen significant
improvement in their students’ reading/writing.
It is definitely worth implementing.”

“THE 2 SISTERS”
PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Grades K–2

Grades 3–6

Grades K–2

Grades 3–6

Grades K–5

Grades K–5

The Daily 5 Alive!

Up & Running with the
Daily 5

CAFE in the
Classroom

Intermediate CAFE
in the Classroom

The CAFE Book

The Daily 5,
Second Edition

CAFE in the Classroom includes
video of individual conferences,
small-group lessons, and
whole-class instruction in Joan’s
K–2 multiage classroom.

Filmed with students who
have a range of previous
experience with the CAFE
system, this DVD includes
whole-class and small-group
lessons, explanations of the
conferring notebook, and
coaching sessions with teachers.
The companion CD presents
workshop suggestions, blank
assessment forms, and student
work samples.

2010 AEP Distinguished Achievement
Award

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT
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Helping Readers Thrive
in Grades 3–6

2009 | 114 minutes
(17 segments) + viewing guide
TJ-5020 | DVD: $199.00

TO
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Up & Running with the Daily 5/The Daily 5 Alive! Package:
TJ-E953 | $350 (reg. $498) Save $148 when you buy both DVDs!

2009 | 90 minutes (16 segments)
+ viewing guide
DVD: $229.00 (TJ-5002)

re a m

2015 | 106 minutes
(15 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $249.00 (TJ-1025)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Helping Children
Visualize Literacy Goals

/s t

2007 | 85 minutes
(14 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $249.00 (TJ-0495)
Streaming : $150 (1-year)
$350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Join Gail and Joan as they work with
third- and fifth-grade teachers in two
diverse classrooms where the Daily 5 has
been in place for several years. This video
emphasizes the importance of starting the
10 Steps to Independence at the beginning
of each year, highlights the 2 Sisters’
newest thinking and learning, differentiates
the Daily 5 tasks and structure, models
support strategies with at-risk students,
demonstrates brain-compatible lessons,
and introduces and builds the link to Math
Daily 3. Whether you are new to the Daily
5 or have been using it for many years, this
video will be an invaluable accompaniment
to your practice.

m

This video, shot in Joan’s K–2
multiage classroom, focuses on
launching three of the “Dailies”—
read to self, read to someone, and
work on writing.
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PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

— Deb at Mosaic
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Engaging All Students in
Daily Literacy
Assessment & Instruction
Once you have students working
independently in the Daily 5
structure, you can work uninterrupted
with individuals and small groups,
but what exactly do you teach in
those small groups and one-on-ones?
The CAFE (Comprehension,
Accuracy, Fluency, and Expanding
vocabulary) system provides
a structure for conferring with
students, a language for talking about
reading development, and a system
for tracking growth and fostering
student independence.
2009 | 216 pp/paper + CD | TJ-0728
$24.00

Fostering Literacy
Independence in the
Elementary Grades

The Daily 5, Second Edition retains
the core literacy components that made
the first edition one of the most widely
read books in education and enhances
these practices based on years of further
classroom experience and new brain
research. The Daily 5 provides a way
for any teacher to structure literacy
time to increase student independence
and allow for individualized attention
in small groups and one-on-one. The
second edition gives teachers everything
they need to launch and sustain the
Daily 5, including model behaviors,
detailed lesson plans, specific tips for
implementing each component, and more.
2014 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-0974 | $24.00

Daily 5/CAFE Package:
TJ-R974 | $38 (reg. $48) Save $10 when you buy both!

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

stenhouse.com

800-988-9812
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Literacy

Literacy

“It’s a complete step-by-step guide to designing and publishing research
and a key pick for any educator’s collection, particularly those interested in
connecting research to classroom results.” — Library Bookwatch

“THE 2 SISTERS” (continued)
Grades Pre-K–12

Living the Questions, Second Edition
A Guide for Teacher-Researchers

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Ruth Shagoury and Brenda Miller Power

Teacher research is an extension of good teaching, observing students closely,
analyzing their needs, and adjusting the curriculum to meet those needs. The authors
present a framework for teacher research, with contributions from a wide range of
teacher-researchers, and take you step-by-step through designing, implementing, and
publishing your research. Free study guide online.
2012 | 304 pp/paper | TJ-0846 | $28.50

Grades K–6

100 Minutes

Making Every Minute Count in the Literacy Block

Literacy Learning in
Grades 3–6

Joan Moser

Choice Literacy

2010 | 118 minutes
(18 segments) | TJ-5502
DVD: $159.00
Choice Literacy

One Morning

Inside Leadership

Daily 5 and CAFE in
1st Grade

See Joan in action as she
Filmed in diverse classrooms
teaches whole-class lessons,
with Gail and Joan as guides, the leads small groups, and confers
DVD includes lessons for each
with students during rounds
of the five program components, of Daily 5 in literacy. Bonus
coaching sessions with teachers, tracks include an extended
discussions of the specific needs classroom tour, explanations of
of older learners, and troublebook boxes, and a guide to the
shooting sessions on dealing
“pensieve”—the notebook that
with crowded classrooms and
houses record-keeping forms and
missing materials.
conferring notes.
2009 | 114 minutes (12
segments) + viewing guide
TJ-5019 | DVD: $199.00

Grades K–6

Featuring Courtney Tomfohr

Gail and Joan visit the classroom
of Courtney Tomfohr, a
remarkable first-grade teacher,
to show what the entire literacy
block looks like in a classroom
using the Daily 5 and CAFE
assessment programs and how
a teacher orchestrates teaching,
record-keeping, and observation
of students, balancing planned
instruction with spontaneous
teaching moments. One Morning
helps you move to a fully
integrated literacy block.

Daily 5 and CAFE
Coaching and
Collaboration in Schools
Inside Leadership highlights
two important components of
bringing the Daily 5 and CAFE
assessment to life in schools—
grade-level team meetings
and coaching in classrooms.
The video also features team
meetings at different grade
levels, one-on-one coaching,
discussions of conferring
strategies and testing,
collaborative teaching, and
debrief sessions.

2010 | 84 minutes (19 segments)
TJ-5026 | DVD: $159.00

2010 | 121 minutes
(14 segments) | TJ-5024
DVD: $199.00

Choice Literacy

Choice Literacy

2012 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8276 | $22.00
Pembroke Publishers

Grades K–12

Teaching the Best Practice Way
Methods That Matter, K–12

Harvey Daniels and Marilyn Bizar

Teaching the Best Practice Way presents seven basic
teaching structures that make classrooms more active,
experiential, collaborative, democratic, and cognitive, while
simultaneously meeting “best practice” standards across
subject areas and throughout the grades. Fully updating and
expanding Methods That Matter, this edition adds the stories
of twenty more celebrated teachers, including James Beane,
Donna Ogle, and Franki Sibberson.
2004 | 360 pp/paper | TJ-0405 | $26.50

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.
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Intermediate Daily 5 The Daily 5 in
Fostering Independent Kindergarten

Grade 1

U

Grade K

n

Grades 3–6

A comprehensive look at literacy and learning, 100 Minutes shows
teachers how to fit balanced literacy into a daily 100-minute literacy
block using a framework of whole-class instruction and writing sessions,
combined with independent work. It also offers strategies for dealing
with the important elements of literacy instruction, including sharing
and conferencing, using exemplars, creating success criteria, providing
effective feedback, and thinking critically and analytically about all kinds
of texts.
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“Full of actionable teaching ideas
and examples, many drawn from his
own classroom.”— MiddleWeb

Grades 6–12

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE
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Grades 6–12

Building Adolescent Reading Reasons
Motivational
Readers
In Kelly’s high school
classroom, students not only
learn to comprehend difficult
novels and texts, they also
develop the skills and behaviors
of lifelong readers. Presenting
examples of both small- and
whole-group discussions, this
video demonstrates how to
engage students with a variety
of texts, teaching them what it
means to be a good reader.
2005 | 90 minutes
(21 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $295.00 (TJ-0430)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Literacy

AM

m

kelly

w

KELLY GALLAGHER

ST

Literacy

Spotlight on

RE

Kelly is a high school ELA teacher and one of the
leading voices in literacy education. A popular
keynote speaker, he travels to school districts and
conferences around the world to guide colleagues
toward more effective literacy instruction.

Mini-Lessons for Middle
and High School
Reading Reasons offers a series
of mini-lessons specifically
tailored to motivate middle and
high school students to read
and, in doing so, to help them
understand the importance and
relevance reading will have in
their lives.
2003 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0356
$22.50

Grades K–12

Grades 4–12

Grades 4–12

Grades 4–12

Grades 5–12

Readicide

Deeper Reading

Write Like This

Teaching Adolescent
Writers

In the Best Interest of Students

How Schools Are Killing Comprehending
Reading and What You Challenging Texts, 4–12
Building on more than twentyCan Do About It
Foreword by Richard
Allington

five years of teaching language
arts, Kelly shows how students
can be taught to successfully
read a broad range of challenging
and difficult texts with deeper
levels of comprehension.

Educators are familiar with
many of the factors that have
contributed to the decline of
reading—poverty, second2004 | 240 pp/paper | TJ-0384
language issues, and the
$22.50
ever-expanding choices of
electronic entertainment. In
this provocative book, Kelly
argues that American schools
are actively (though unwittingly)
furthering the decline of reading
and then outlines specific steps
to reverse the downward spiral.
2009 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0780
$20.00

Teaching Real-World
Writing Through
Modeling & Mentor Texts
Kelly emphasizes real-world
writing purposes with chapters
that focus on each of six specific
discourses: express and reflect,
inform and explain, evaluate
and judge, inquire and explore,
analyze and interpret, and take
a stand/propose a solution.
To help teach these lessons,
Kelly provides mentor texts
(professional samples as well as
models he has written), student
writing samples, and numerous
assignments and strategies proven
to elevate student writing.
2011 | 272 pp/paper | TJ-0896
$23.00

In this book and companion video (sold
separately), Kelly shares a number of
classroom-tested strategies that enable
teachers to motivate young writers,
understand the importance of teaching
writing, and assess essays in ways that
drive better writing performance. He
explores the habits and skills of good
writers through a variety of methods,
including modeling, mid-process
assessment, small-group conferring,
editing mini-lessons, revision
techniques, and identifying real-world
purposes for writing.
2006 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-0422
$22.50

Improving Adolescent Writers
2009 | 128 minutes
(3 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0759)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Staying True to What Works in the
ELA Classroom

In his new book, In the Best Interest of Students,
Kelly Gallagher reminds us that standards come
and go but what remains constant is the need to
stay true to what we know works in the teaching of
reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Instead of
blindly adhering to the latest standards movement,
Kelly advocates:
• Dialing up the amount of reading and writing
students are doing
• Balancing rigorous, high-quality literature
and nonfiction with high-interest, studentselected titles
• Encouraging readers to deepen their
comprehension by moving beyond the “four
corners of the text”
• Using modeling to enrich students’ writing skills
in the prewriting, drafting, and revision stages
• Resisting the de-emphasis of narrative and
imaginative reading and writing
• Planning lessons that move beyond Common
Core expectations
Kelly is a strong voice of reason, reminding us that
instruction should be anchored around one guiding
question: What is in the best interest of our students?
2015 | 248 pp/paper | TJ-1044 | $23.00
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DORN & SOFFOS
Results That Last

2003 | 60 minutes (8 segments) + viewing guide
Grades K–3 | DVD: $195.00 (TJ-0489)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Grades K–3

Grades K–3

Grades K–3

Grades 3–6

Grades K–6

Grades K–4

Shaping Literate Minds

Scaffolding Young
Writers

Organizing for Literacy

Small Group
Intervention

Teaching for Deep
Comprehension

Apprenticeship in
Literacy, Second Edition

Organized around eleven brief teaching
episodes—including assessing word
knowledge, modeling the word-solving
process, and providing guided practice—
Small Group Intervention features a
small group of fourth-grade students in
a word study intervention that links to
reading and writing. The small-group
format includes three components:
word study lesson, reading a new
book, and writing about the book.
The intervention is implemented in
two instructional settings: acquisition
and consolidation.

Foreword by Carol A. Lyons

Linda J. Dorn and Tammy Jones

Linda and Carla discuss how
teachers can use the social context of
reading workshop to promote deep
comprehension and help teachers
develop a better understanding
of what it means to comprehend
while reading. A DVD containing
eighty-five minutes of video supports
the text.

Apprenticeship in Literacy covers
all aspects of a balanced literacy
program, shows how to differentiate,
and helps teachers implement and
assess guided reading, assisted
writing, literature discussion
groups, word study lessons, and
literacy centers across an integrated
curriculum. The new edition also
features updated research emphasizing
the importance of early learning,
information on how behaviors align
to the Common Core State Standards,
dozens of new classroom examples,
and more.

Developing Self-Regulated
Learners

A Writers’ Workshop
Approach

Shaping Literate Minds focuses
on building links between reading,
writing, and spelling knowledge.
Grounded in authentic classroom
experiences, this book provides
explanations of processing behaviors,
observational tools, guidance
on creating the conditions for
self-regulated learning, samples
of reading and writing, and
assessment guides.

Linda and Carla show how explicit
teaching, good models, clear
demonstrations, established routines,
self-regulated learning, and assisted
teaching followed by independent
practice are all fundamental for
success in writers’ workshop.
2001 | 112 pp/paper | TJ-0342
$19.00
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1999 | 120 minutes
(28 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0484)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming
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Linking Word Study to
Reading and Writing

A Reading Workshop
Approach

2005 | 200 pp/paper +
85-minute DVD | TJ-0403
$28.00

2009 | 16 minutes
(7 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $55.00 (TJ-0814)
Streaming:
$75 (1-year) | $175 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Transitions Across Reading
and Writing, K–4

2012 | 240 pp/paper | TJ-0966
$25.00
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The concepts and practices found in
this outstanding staff development
tool and the related books,
Apprenticeship in Literacy and
Shaping Literate Minds, have led
to dramatic documented gains
in teacher efficacy and student
achievement. With clear theory and a
range of practical problems to solve,
this video helps create a culture
of professionalism.
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2001 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0338
$21.50
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Developing Independent Learners

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

2002 | 120 minutes (14 segments) + viewing guide
Grades K–3 | DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0486)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Literacy

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Spotlight on
LINDA DORN

Literacy

Carla Soffos is a literacy specialist with the Arkansas Department of Education. She has
more than twenty years of experience in education, including teaching in the primary
grades and literacy coaching.

Linda Dorn is a professor of reading education at the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock, where she is the director of the UALR Center for Literacy.
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Balanced Literacy Essentials

Weaving Theory into Practice for Successful Instruction in
Reading, Writing, and Talk

“Cowhey offers a perspective of primary education that challenges the status
quo… [and] demonstrates the natural affinity that children have to probe both the
depth and breadth of diverse areas of curriculum.” — Childhood Education

Michelann Parr and Terry Campbell

Balanced Literacy Essentials shows teachers how to balance the components of
language arts with the power of meaningful interaction with students. Based on
the latest learning theories, this timely resource is full of simple ways teachers
can nurture thoughtful reading, writing, and talk in today’s classroom. The book
provides an overview of reading instruction; techniques for supporting writers; and
poetry, storytelling, and drama activities.

Grades K–3

Black Ants and Buddhists

Thinking Critically and Teaching Differently in the Primary
Grades

2012 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8275 | $22.00

Mary Cowhey; Foreword by Sonia Nieto

Pembroke Publishers

A 2007 Skipping Stones Honor Award Winner

Grades 3–6

In Black Ants and Buddhists, Mary Cowhey gives readers insight into her Peace
Class in Northampton, Massachusetts, where first and second graders view the
entire curriculum through the framework of understanding the world and try to
do their part to make it a better place. Her students learn to make connections
between their lives, the books they read, and the larger world.

Critical Literacy

Literacy

Grades K–6

2006 | 256 pp/paper | TJ-0418 | $20.00

Word Savvy

Integrated Vocabulary, Spelling, & Word Study, Grades 3–6
Max Brand

Word Savvy and its companion video, A Day of Words (sold separately), fully
integrate word learning into literacy workshops. Students learn more than just
spelling skills or vocabulary knowledge; they become more accomplished in
their understanding and use of words in all contexts.

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

2004 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0366 | $24.50

A Day of Words (Companion Video)
2005 | 75 minutes (11 segments) + viewing guide
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Grades K–3

Many Texts, Many Voices

Teaching Literacy and Social Justice to Young Learners
in the Digital Age
Penny Silvers and Mary C. Shorey; Foreword by Linda K. Crafton

In Many Texts, Many Voices, the authors show how to embed critical
literacy—a way of thinking, communicating, analyzing, and living a
literate life that implies the possibility of taking some kind of social
action—in the everyday lives of primary students. This wonderful resource
includes a rich array of rubrics, sample lessons, text sets, unit designs, and
professional references.
2012 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-0875 | $21.00

Grades K–4

Dramatic Play in the Early Years
Elizabeth Coffman

This practical book offers unique and powerful ways to use play to investigate
stories, big ideas, and events. It focuses on dramatic play as a natural response to
learning and argues that dramatic play is a dynamic process that involves planning,
playing, and practice so that children embrace the story, live the life of the characters,
bump up against issues, and better appreciate the complexities of the human
journey. Rooted in classroom experience, Dramatic Play in the Early Years presents
effective ways that children can be encouraged to incorporate voice, characterization,
movement, stillness, concentration, and listening for more expressive play.
2015 | 128 pp/paper | TJ-8307 | $24.00
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Grades 5–9

Caring Hearts & Critical Minds

Literature, Inquiry, and Social Responsibility
Steven Wolk

Steven Wolk shows teachers how to integrate inquiry learning, exciting and
contemporary literature, and teaching for social responsibility across the
curriculum. He guides teachers through designing an inquiry-based literature
unit and provides five full units used in real middle grades classrooms. Featuring
a range of recommended resources and hundreds of novels, Caring Hearts
& Critical Minds gives teachers a blueprint for creating dynamic units with
rigorous lessons on topics kids care about.
Free companion website.
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Grades Pre-K–2

Grades Pre-K–2

Pre-K–K

Grades Pre-K–3

Pre-K–K

Basics of
Developmentally
Appropriate Practice

Powerful Interactions

The Intentional Teacher,
Revised Edition

Theories of Childhood,
Second Edition

Teaching in the Digital
Age

Carol Garhart Mooney

Brian Puerling; Foreword by
Carol Copple

Beyond Behavior
Management, Second
Edition

An Introduction for Teachers of
Kindergartners
Eva C. Phillips and Amy Scrinzi

This book introduces the core
components of developmentally
appropriate practice (DAP), discusses
why play is essential, explains the five
key aspects of effective teaching that
enact DAP principles, and provides an
overview of learning and development
for five- and six-year-olds. Whether you
are a new or experienced kindergarten
teacher, this book is for you.
2013 | 136 pp/paper | TJ-9697 | $20.00
NAEYC

How to Connect with Children to
Extend Their Learning
Amy Laura Dombro, Judy Jablon,
and Charlotte Stetson

Learn what powerful interactions
are, how to make them happen,
and why they are so important in
increasing children’s learning and
your effectiveness as a teacher. Filled
with self-guided lessons, tips, hints,
vignettes, and invitations to reflect,
this book guides teachers to tune out
distractions, tune in to a child, then
deliver a powerful learning experience
tailored to that child at that moment.
2011 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-9672 | $32.00
NAEYC

Choosing the Best Strategies for
Young Children’s Learning
Ann S. Epstein

This revised and expanded edition of
The Intentional Teacher will help
teachers apply their knowledge of both
children and content to make thoughtful,
intentional use of child-guided and adultguided experiences. Includes new chapters
on science, social studies, and approaches
to learning; updated, expanded information
on social and emotional development,
physical development and health, language
and literacy, math, and the creative arts; and
practical teaching strategies that are illustrated
with classroom-based anecdotes.

Examine the work of five
groundbreaking education theorists—
John Dewey, Maria Montessori,
Erik Erikson, Jean Piaget, and Lev
Vygotsky—and learn the principles
behind good child care practices.
2013 | 128 pp/paper | TJ-4138 | $24.95
Redleaf Press

Create and capture meaningful
experiences and support inquiry with
technology and interactive media
tools, including digital and web
cameras, multi-touch mobile devices,
publication/presentation tools, and
more.
2012 | 272 pp/paper | TJ-4118 | $39.95
Redleaf Press

The Six Life Skills Children
Need
Jenna Bilmes

This resource provides everything
you need—strategies, examples,
activities, and more—to help
children build six essential life skills:
attachment, belonging, self-regulation,
collaboration, contribution, and
adaptability.

Early Childhood Literacy

Early Childhood Literacy

Grades Pre-K–2

2012 | 336 pp/paper | TJ-4073 | $34.95
Redleaf Press

2014 | 304 pp/paper | TJ-1306 | $35.00
NAEYC and HighScope Press

Stenhouse is now distributing early childhood titles from Redleaf Press and NAEYC,
who share our commitment to providing exceptional resources for educators.

Grades K–3

Grades Pre-K–3

Anti-Bias Education for Young
Children and Ourselves

Developmentally Appropriate Practice in
Early Childhood Programs Serving Children
from Birth Through Age 8, Third Edition

Louise Derman-Sparks and Julie Olsen Edwards

Use the practical guidance in this book to become a
skilled anti-bias teacher and confront and eliminate
barriers of prejudice, misinformation, and bias. Find
tips for helping staff and children respect one another,
themselves, and all people. Individual chapters
focus on culture and language, racial identity, family
structures, gender identity, economic class, different
abilities, holidays, and more.

Carol Copple and Sue Bredekamp, eds.

2010 | 184 pp/paper | TJ-9667 | $35.00

The book also includes NAEYC’s position statement and a CD
with articles from Young Children and video of developmentally
appropriate practice in action.

NAEYC

34

This book is the essential resource for the early childhood field.
With age-specific sections that focus on infants and toddlers, the
preschool years, the kindergarten year, and the early primary grades,
this comprehensive book provides an overview of development
and learning across all domains and includes hundreds of concrete
examples of exemplary practice.

2009 | 368 pp/paper | TJ-9664 | $44.00
NAEYC

Grades Pre-K–2

Pre-K–K

Grades 1–3

Teaching STEM in the
Early Years

Pre-Schoolers &
Kindergartners Moving
& Learning

Early Elementary
Children Moving &
Learning

Help children build a strong foundation
for STEM learning with developmentally appropriate activities as they
participate in art, music, cooking, and
block play; explore the sensory table;
and spend time outdoors.

Rae Pica

Rae Pica

Twenty lessons incorporate more than
eighty developmentally appropriate
activities designed to help our youngest
students develop habits that encourage
lifelong health and fitness.

2013 | 240 pp/paper | TJ-4121 | $39.95

2014 | 160 pp/paper + CD | TJ-4268
$24.95

More than one hundred age-appropriate
activities in five categories—openers
and closers, basic movement,
cooperative activities, gymnastics,
and rhythm and dance—encourage
movement that is inclusive, active,
and fun.

Sally Moomaw

Redleaf Press

Redleaf Press

2014 | 232 pp/paper + CD | TJ-4269
$24.95
Redleaf Press

stenhouse.com

800-988-9812
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Sharing the Blue Crayon

Visual Literacy

Early Childhood Literacy

Grades K–3
Grades 2–6

How to Integrate Social, Emotional, and Literacy Learning
Mary Anne Buckley

Social and emotional learning is at the heart of good teaching, but as standards and
testing requirements consume classroom time and divert teachers’ focus, these critical
skills often get sidelined. In Sharing the Blue Crayon, Mary Anne Buckley shows
teachers how to incorporate social and emotional learning into a busy day and then
extend these skills to literacy lessons for young children. Through simple activities such
as read-alouds, sing-alongs, murals, and performances, students learn how to get along in
a group, empathize with others, develop self-control, and give and receive feedback, all
while becoming confident readers and writers. Free study guide online.
2015 | 212 pp/paper | TJ-1011 | $20.00

Adventures in Graphica

Using Comics and Graphic Novels to
Teach Comprehension, 2–6
Terry Thompson

Comic books and graphic novels, known collectively as
“graphica,” can be used to motivate and engage reluctant
readers who often shun traditional texts. Drawing on
both research and his own success using graphica with
struggling and reluctant readers, literacy coach Terry
Thompson helps teachers navigate this medium and
shows how it fits into literacy frameworks and correlates
with best practices in comprehension, vocabulary, and
fluency instruction.
2008 | 200 pp/paper | TJ-0712 | $20.00

Grades K–2

A Place for Wonder

Reading and Writing Nonfiction in the
Primary Grades

Also by Terry Thompson: The Construction Zone on page 13.

Georgia Heard and Jennifer McDonough

A Place for Wonder details how to create “a landscape of wonder,” a primary classroom
where curiosity, creativity, and exploration are encouraged. The authors provide teachers
with numerous practical ways—setting up “wonder centers,” gathering data through
senses, teaching nonfiction craft—to create a classroom environment where students’
questions and observations are part of daily work.
2009 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0432 | $20.00

Grades Pre-K–2

Let’s Find Out!

Building Content Knowledge with Young Children
Susan Kempton; Foreword by Ellin Oliver Keene

Kindergarten teacher Susan Kempton talks about the importance of helping children
build the content knowledge that is critical to educational success. She shares stories
from her own diverse classroom that reveal how, by layering tools and integrating
concepts, she helps her children become more confident, accomplished learners with
improved language and literacy skills across content areas. Get an in-depth look at
Susan’s purposeful teaching via forty-five minutes of online video.
2014 | 256 pp/paper + 45-minute online video | TJ-0951 | $28.00

Grades 4–12

Bringing the Outside In

Visual Ways to Engage Reluctant Readers
Sara B. Kajder; Foreword by Linda Rief

Inside the classroom, we ask our students to immerse
themselves in print texts and write purposefully. Once out
the door, they are text messaging, blogging, and expertly
integrating words, images, and music to create original
texts. English educator Sara Kajder keys in on the visual
aspects of literacy and builds on students’ growing interest
in using words and images from their lives to read and
write, helping her students redefine what it means to be
literate in today’s world.
2006 | 120 pp/paper | TJ-0401 | $20.00

Grades K–5

Engaging the Eye Generation
Grades Pre-K–2

The Castle in the Classroom

Story as a Springboard for Early Literacy
Ranu Bhattacharyya; Foreword by Georgia Heard

The Castle in the Classroom describes a year in a kindergarten classroom as the children
embark on literary exploration. The detailed focus lessons throughout the book use the
power of stories to deepen the literary experience so that reading and writing become
as much a part of kindergarten as playing and pretending. Teachers will find a wealth of
resources, including practical models to teach strategies and skills; effective teaching
schedules; ways to address, challenge, expand, and celebrate student learning; examples of
student work; parent education materials; and ideas on how to manage assessment.
2010 | 168 pp/paper | TJ-0770 | $19.00
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Visual Literacy Strategies for the
K–5 Classroom
Johanna Riddle

Grades K–8

I See What You Mean,
Second Edition
Visual Literacy, K–8
Steve Moline

From reading maps to decoding icons,
visual literacy is critical. The second
edition of I See What You Mean includes
more than 200 visual texts—from time
maps and exploded diagrams to digital
tools like smartphone apps and “tactile
texts.” Steve Moline has reorganized the
chapters in a useful teaching sequence
from simple to complex texts, from
diagrams about things to diagrams about
ideas. Free companion website.
2011 | 272 pp/paper | TJ-0840 | $25.00

Library media specialist Johanna Riddle draws on
twenty-five years of education experience to show teachers
how to update the curriculum for twenty-first-century
learners. Johanna suggests enhancements ranging from
low-tech to high-tech and explains how teachers, even those
with limited technology skills, can effectively guide students
to proficiency. Engaging the Eye Generation is accessible,
manageable, and inspiring; it will help teachers bridge the
technology gap with enthusiasm and savvy.
2009 | 168 pp/paper | TJ-0749 | $18.00

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.
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Grades K–5

What Every Elementary Teacher
Needs to Know About Reading Tests
(From Someone Who Has Written Them)
Charles Fuhrken

Veteran test writer Charles Fuhrken explains how reading tests are created,
how standards are interpreted and assessed, and how students can apply their
knowledge of reading to standardized tests. This practical, easy-to-understand
resource provides a wealth of information about reading tests, including
high-quality preparation materials, samples of the most frequently assessed
reading standards, and more than thirty engaging core-reading activities.

Grades K–6

Assessment in Perspective

Focusing on the Reader Behind the Numbers
Clare Landrigan and Tammy Mulligan; Foreword by Gail Boushey and
Joan Moser, “The 2 Sisters”

Assessment

Assessment

“This is a book that speaks to teachers today. It reminds us to keep our eye on the reader
but it does not discount the tremendous stress and mandates we are all dealing with when it
comes to assessment. Tammy and Clare have figured out how to help teachers stay grounded
with good literacy practice through this time.” — A Year of Reading blog

2009 | 272 pp/paper | TJ-0764 | $23.00

Assessment in Perspective discusses how to use a range of assessment types—
from reading conference notes and student work to running records and state
tests—together to uncover the strengths and weaknesses of a reader. This
innovative reference explains how looking at different types of assessments
side-by-side reveals patterns or inconsistencies and facilitates instruction that
meets high standards and is developmentally appropriate.

Grades 5–9

What Every Middle School Teacher Needs to
Know About Reading Tests

2013 | 152 pp/paper | TJ-0964 | $22.00

(From Someone Who Has Written Them)
Charles Fuhrken

A Self-Tutoring Guide

This ready-to-use, easy-to-understand resource provides information about
reading tests, including high-quality preparation materials, samples of the
most frequently assessed reading standards, and engaging core-reading
activities. Additionally, this important text includes numerous resources that
can be incorporated into everyday reading work—vocabulary development,
literary techniques, interpretation, comprehension, and more.

Peter H. Johnston

2011 | 248 pp/paper | TJ-0885 | $24.00

Grades K–2

Running Records

Running records are one of the most practical reading assessment
techniques for primary teachers. In this concise book and CD with student
examples, Peter Johnston coaches teachers as they successfully learn how
to use running records.

Package: TJ-088F | $40 (reg. $47) Save $7 when you buy both!

2000 | 64 pp/paper + 40-minute audio CD | TJ-0321 | $27.00

Grades 3–8

Better Answers, Second Edition

Grades K–8

Written Performance That Looks Good and Sounds Smart
Ardith Davis Cole

Test Talk

Better Answers presents a powerful alternative to “test prep” with a model
that helps students construct thoughtful test responses but also prepares them
for any task requiring thorough answers to questions and prompts—both
in and out of school. Complete with a resource-packed CD, this expanded
second edition explains each element of the Better Answers process and
makes the Better Answers “sandwich” even easier to implement.

Integrating Test Preparation into Reading Workshop
Amy H. Greene and Glennon Doyle Melton;
Foreword by Franki Sibberson

Test Talk proves that teachers don’t have to choose between best practice
teaching and test preparation. Classroom vignettes show how to weave testing
into reading workshop and connect these skills to more general reading and
comprehension strategies.

2009 | 232 pp/paper + CD | TJ-0748 | $24.00
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Classroom Talk:
The Benefits
Making room for purposeful student
talk—whether in the context of
literacy instruction, read-aloud,
or content subjects—does take
thoughtful planning, attention, and
time, but here are three reasons why
doing so is worth the effort!
1. Student Learning
Unlike listening, talking is an
active way to process ideas. You
can learn by listening, of course,
but it is a more passive way of
learning. Scientific research using
brain imaging shows that certain
areas of the brain are more active
when talking is about to occur
than when a person just listens or
thinks about an idea (Carota et
al. 2009).
2. Student Engagement
While there is much to be said
about how students learn as they
are talking out ideas, talking also
greatly benefits student learning
and engagement that occurs
before and after talk—and you
probably don’t need to conduct a
study to agree.
3. Lesson Management
Unbeknownst to my first-year
teacher self, classroom talk
can also be a preventative
management tool! This is a
simple matter of human nature.
By channeling the desire to
talk in academically productive
ways, student learning not only
benefits but can often curtail the
off-task talk that is otherwise likely
to occur.

“Why Won’t You Just Tell Us
the Answer?”

Teaching Historical Thinking in Grades 7–12
Bruce A. Lesh; Foreword by Edward L. Ayers
History teacher Bruce Lesh shows how to improve student
comprehension of and performance in historical studies by
teaching historical thinking. When students are actively
engaged in investigating the past, they find that history
class is challenging fun. Historical study that centers on a
question, where students gather historical sources and then
develop and defend their answers to that question, allows
students to become immersed in an interpretive study of
the past.
2011 | 240 pp/paper | TJ-0812 | $22.00

“With each lesson or unit described in the book, Cooper
reaches out to personalize history and bring it back to the
present for even the most reticent students.”

Writing

Social Studies
Elizabeth Hale

“Close Writing is a must read for anyone who wants to see
firsthand what it looks like to teach the writer, not the writing.”

Grades 7–12

— Jake Wizner
Grades 2–6

Close Writing

Developing Purposeful Writers in Grades 2–6
Paula Bourque
How closely do your students read their writing? What are the implications for those who
do and those who don’t?

Paula argues that a key element in close writing is learning to look and looking to
learn by closely reading our own writing. Instead of focusing on the mechanics of their
writing, she encourages students to read their words for understanding, clarity, and the
effect they will have on an audience. She urges them to recognize their habits and their
approaches to writing and to build upon them.
In this comprehensive book, Paula shows you that no matter what structures or lessons
you use in your writing classroom, the strategies in Close Writing will help you make
these better by creating student writers who are more aware of what effective writing
looks like, who care about what they write, and who take ownership and responsibility
for their growth as writers.
#CloseWriting
2015 | 304 pp/paper | TJ-1053 | $26.00

— MiddleWeb
Grades K–8
Grades 5–9

Making History Mine

Meaningful Connections for Grades 5–9
Sarah Cooper
Making History Mine gives teachers and students
a solid framework for exploring and understanding
history, including how to analyze primary source
documents, extrapolate themes, and detect bias in a
historian’s argument. This comprehensive volume
includes dozens of short activities, in-depth projects,
guiding questions, and practical strategies.
2009 | 216 pp/paper | TJ-0765 | $24.00

Writing Power/Nonfiction Writing Power
Adrienne Gear
Adrienne Gear turns her attention to writing and uses the same five thinking
strategies—Connect, Question, Visualize, Infer, and Transform—from her
groundbreaking Reading Power books. Nonfiction Writing Power helps teachers
develop a writing program that focuses on the different forms of nonfiction.
Writing Power shows teachers how to encourage students to consider the
reader’s thinking as they write. Both resources include scripted sequential
lessons, samples of student work, reproducibles, assessment rubrics, and lists of
suggested anchor books.

Nonfiction Writing Power:
2014 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8293 | $24.00

Writing Power:
2011 | 176 pp/paper | TJ-8263 | $22.00
Pembroke Publishers

Grades 5–12

Eyewitness to the Past

Strategies for Teaching American
History in Grades 5–12

Grades 6–10

Worth Writing About

Exploring Memoir with Adolescents

Joan Brodsky Schur;
Foreword by James A. Percoco
Eyewitness to the Past examines six types of primary
sources—diaries, travelogues, letters, news articles,
speeches, and scrapbooks—which, when used
together, offer a varied and cohesive structure for
studying the American past that reinforces material in
the textbook, encourages creativity, activates different
learning styles, and strengthens cognitive skills.

Jake Wizner
“Who am I?” This is the question that many adolescents ask during the turbulent middle
and high school years. In Worth Writing About, Jake Wizner addresses how searching
for the answer to this question leads his students to reflection, to reading, and ultimately
to deeper, more meaningful writing. Worth Writing About addresses the most common
challenges teachers face when teaching memoir writing: How do you help students
who say that nothing interesting has happened in their lives? How do you help students
balance what is meaningful with what is too personal to share? How do you help students
overcome the “I don’t remember” syndrome? Jake also delves into the craft of writing,
from using mentor texts to crafting leads and memorable endings.

2007 | 256 pp/paper | TJ-0497 | $21.50

2015 | 184 pp/paper | TJ-1048 | $20.00

See Liz’s books on pages 56 and 58
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Writing

Aimee Buckner has been in education for more than twenty years. She continues to
consult both nationally and internationally and speak at state and national conferences.

Spotlight on

AIMEE BUCKNER

STARTER CLASSROOM LIBRARIES

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Explore our Starter Classroom Libraries—
collections that include a Stenhouse
professional book and a set of the children’s
books referenced by the Stenhouse author.
These starter libraries are perfect for new
teachers, teachers transitioning to a new grade,
or professional development workshops.

•
•
•
•

Grades 3–8

Grades 3–8

Grades 3–8

Notebook Know-How

Nonfiction Notebooks

Notebook
Connections

Strategies for the
Writer’s Notebook

Foreword by Ralph Fletcher
This compact guide and companion
video (sold separately) show how
the smart and focused use of
writer’s notebooks enhances and
deepens literacy learning for students,
while also addressing many of the
questions teachers ask when they start
using notebooks.
2005 | 152 pp/paper | TJ-0413 | $18.50

Inside Notebooks

(Companion Video)
2006 | 70 minutes
(12 segments) + viewing guide
Grades 3–6
DVD: $195.00 (TJ-0437)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Strategies for
Informational Writing

Writer’s notebooks help students capture
their thoughts, develop ideas, explore
mentor texts, refine a research strategy,
and play with multiple outcomes—all
of which lead to stronger concepts and
better first drafts. From exploring topics
to gathering information to assessment,
Nonfiction Notebooks explains how
writer’s notebooks can help students
improve their nonfiction writing—
reports, articles, memoirs, essays, and so
forth—which has taken on even greater
importance because of the emphasis the
Common Core State Standards place on
informative/explanatory writing.
2013 | 136 pp/paper | TJ-0952 | $18.50

Strategies for the
Reader’s Notebook

In Notebook Connections, Aimee
turns her focus to reader’s notebooks,
where students document, explore,
and support their thinking about a
text. Aimee guides teachers through
launching, developing, and fine-tuning
a reader’s notebook program.
2009 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0782 | $18.50

“Aimee has pushed me to use
notebooks in more thoughtful
ways. I’m looking forward to
seeing what happens!”
— Room 241 blog

Book libraries ship collated and placed in book bins,
so they are ready to use!
Collections are available in a range of grade levels.
Essential Libraries include the books referenced by
the Stenhouse author.
Extended Libraries include more children’s books
with contemporary and classic titles.

Stenhouse books that come with collections include:

Story: Still the Heart of Literacy Learning
Katie Egan Cunningham

(page 23)

Grammar Matters
& Getting into Grammar (Video)
Lynne Dorfman and Diane Dougherty

(page 47)

Strategies That Work, Second Edition
& Strategy Instruction in Action (Video)
Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis

(page 61)

In Defense of Read-Aloud
& Igniting a Passion for Reading
Steven Layne

(page 63)
Package: TJ-K413 | $45 (reg. $55.50) Save $10.50 when you buy all three books!

Perfect Pairs
Melissa Stewart and Nancy Chesley
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(page 78)

For detailed pricing and bundle
content information, visit
stenhouse.com/starterlibrary
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AVAILABLE IN BOTH DVD AND
STREAMING FORMATS

O USE
FR O M S T E N H

KELLY GALLAGHER

• Stenhouse videos show master

Step inside the classrooms
of some of the country’s top
teachers. Stenhouse videos
feature our authors at work
with students, teachers, and
coaches as they plan, teach,
and debrief lessons across
the curriculum. The videos
capture real students in
real classrooms working in
whole-class, small-group, and
conferring sessions.

teachers in action in real classrooms,
working with real students and
teachers.

GAIL BOUSHEY & JOAN MOSER,
“THE 2 SISTERS”

DEBBIE DILLER

• Stenhouse videos are broken down

into manageable 10- to 15-minute
segments and can be viewed at the
pace of the individual or group.

LINDA DORN

• Each Stenhouse video comes with an

extensive viewing guide that features
segment summaries, discussion
questions, extensions, background
information, and suggested activities.

JEFF ANDERSON
LUCY WEST

• Stenhouse videos feature academic

content as well as pedagogy and
include discussions and illustrations of
big ideas in literacy and math (not just
a collection of teaching tips).
• Many videos have related books by

the same author; using the video
and book together creates
a comprehensive
PD experience.

For pricing and collection
information, visit

SUBSCRIBE TO AN
INDIVIDUAL TITLE OR
COLLECTION ORGANIZED
BY GRADE LEVEL
OR TOPIC.

www.stenhouse.com/
streaming
or call 800-988-9812
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Spotlight on

DORFMAN & CAPPELLI

Writing

Writing

Lynne has more than thirty-eight years of teaching experience and is the
codirector of the Pennsylvania Writing and Literature Project. Rose has worked as
a K–2 reading specialist and as a teacher consultant at the Pennsylvania Writing
and Literature Project.

Grades K–6

Grammar Matters

Lessons, Tips, & Conversations Using Mentor Texts, K–6
Lynne Dorfman and Diane Dougherty
Grammar Matters provides teachers with the classroom-tested tools they need to
get kids not only engaged but excited about learning grammar. Divided into four
parts—Narrative Writing, Informational Writing, Opinion Writing, and Grammar
Conversations—this handy reference provides practical teaching tips, assessment
ideas, grammar definitions, and specific mentor texts to help students learn about
parts of speech, idioms, usage issues, and punctuation.
See page 43 for details.

Grades K–6

Getting into Grammar
Lynne Dorfman and Diane Dougherty
Do your students sigh at the mere mention of the word grammar? Do you
struggle with how to make teaching grammar meaningful and lasting? In this
video, you’ll follow Lynne Dorfman and Diane Dougherty into second- and
fifth-grade classrooms, where they weave the teaching of grammar into literacy
instruction in a way that engages students and increases their understanding of
essential language skills. Unfolding over two days, the lessons focus on both
nonfiction and fiction and show you how to bring grammar into the teaching of
these two foundational genres. Watch as Lynne and Diane employ mentor texts to
model how to use prepositional phrases and when to start new paragraphs. You’ll
see them conferring with student writers as well as discussing the lessons with
teachers Maribeth Batcho and Dan Monaghan. Pair with Lynne and Diane’s book
Grammar Matters for a complete PD program on K–6 grammar instruction.

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

—MiddleWeb

STARTER CLASSROOM LIBRARY

2014 | 344 pp/paper | TJ-0991 | $24.00

“Give yourself and your students a chance to experience
the sense of wonder words can create—the joy of writing
poetry, the feeling of accomplishment as they explore the
craft of poets and become mentor poets themselves.”

2015 | 100 minutes (4 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $195.00 (TJ-1055)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Grades K–6

Grades K–8

Grades K–8

Writing with
Mentors

Mentor Texts/
Nonfiction Mentor
Texts

Poetry Mentor Texts

2010 | 195 minutes
(24 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0841)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

In Mentor Texts, Lynne and Rose
demonstrate how teachers can use
children’s literature to guide and
inspire student writers of narrative
fiction. Nonfiction Mentor Texts
identifies a wide range of texts and
shows how these models showcase
the key features of effective nonfiction
writing. Both books are organized
around the characteristics of good
writing—focus, content, organization,
style, and conventions.

Foreword by Georgia Heard
Poems help students learn to better
address complex texts, offering
them a chance to dig deeper and use
higher-order thinking skills. In Poetry
Mentor Texts, Lynne and Rose explore
a variety of poetic forms—list poems,
persona poems, acrostic poems,
poems that inspire response, and
poems for two voices—that can be
used in every grade.

Grades 6–12

Beyond the Five-Paragraph Essay
Kimberly Hill Campbell and Kristi Latimer
This essential reference provides strategies that stimulate student thinking, value
unique insight, and encourage lively, personal writing. These strategies include
close reading, collaboration that supports writing as exploration, a focus on
students’ writing process as fundamental to content development and structure, and
the use of model texts in the form of the literature students are reading and writing.
2012 | 232 pp/paper | TJ-0852 | $22.50

2012 | 200 pp/paper | TJ-0949 | $21.00

Mentor Texts
2007 | 328 pp/paper | TJ-0433
$24.00 | Grades K–6

Nonfiction Mentor Texts
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Lynne and Rose demonstrate how to
use children’s literature to teach both
informational and narrative writing
and show how a writing lesson evolves
in two real classrooms over two days.
Viewers will see master teachers in
action, demonstrating modeling, shared
writing, whole-group and small-group
lessons, one-on-one conferences, using
writer’s notebooks, and reflecting upon
the lesson.

Making Reading and Writing
Connections, K–8
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Spotlight on

MARK OVERMEYER
When Writing Workshop Isn’t Working
Mark Overmeyer; Foreword by Stephanie Harvey

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

2005 | 166 pp/paper | TJ-0404 | Grades 2–5 | $17.50

Writing

Writing

Mark has worked as a classroom teacher in grades 2–8, a special education and Title I
teacher, a coordinator for gifted programming, and a literacy coordinator. Currently, Mark
works full time supporting reading and writing workshops in schools around the United
States and internationally.

Grades K–8

Celebrating Writers

From Possibilities Through Publication
Ruth Ayres with Christi Overman
By helping students celebrate each stage of the writing process and
applauding success, we encourage them, make them better writers,
and help them recognize that writing is a process filled with notable
moments—not simply a result where publication is the only marker
of success. From traveling notebooks to swapping stories around
a “campfire,” Celebrating Writers shares dozens of ways for you
and your students to commemorate their progress as writers. Free
companion website.
2013 | 100 pp/paper | TJ-0950 | $15.00

Grades K–3

Is That a Fact?

Teaching Nonfiction Writing, K–3
Tony Stead; Foreword by Tomie dePaola
Nonfiction inspires enthusiasm in children because they can
choose topics that interest them. Is That a Fact? explores a variety
of authentic purposes for writing nonfiction, such as describing,
instructing, persuading, explaining, and more. Tony Stead shows
how to introduce each purpose using different forms, from letters
to interviews.
2001 | 264 pp/paper | TJ-0331 | $24.00
See more books by Tony Stead on page 71

Grades 3–5

Grades 4–8

Let’s Talk

How Can I
Support You?

What Student
Writing Teaches Us

One-on-One, Peer, and
Small-Group Writing Conferences

Strategies for Effective
Writing Conferences

Watch Mark as he conducts six
individual writing conferences and
one group conference with students
in grades 3–5. In each conference,
Mark tries to support writers where
they are. He shows teachers how to
approach conferences from a place of
inquiry by listening to students’ ideas,
praising them for their successes,
and asking enough questions to
more clearly understand how to
offer support.
2012 | 43 minutes
(8 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $99.00 (TJ-0879)
Streaming: $75 (1-year) | $175 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Formative Assessment in
the Writing Workshop
Foreword by Jeff Anderson
Mark shares his ideas about how
teachers and students can use
formative assessment effectively
in all stages of the writing process.
As Mark demonstrates through
descriptions, anecdotes, and student
samples, formative assessment
requires meaningful planning;
feedback through rubrics, checklists,
conferences, and classroom
discussion; and a partnership between
student and teacher that allows
students to help monitor their progress
and set goals.
2009 | 136 pp/paper | TJ-0713
$17.50

When Writing with
Technology Matters
Carol Bedard and Charles Fuhrken
This timely book addresses twenty-first-century themes—critical thinking,
collaboration, engagement, and empowerment—and targets current
educational foci—genre knowledge, research, the importance of process, and
the need to make learning relevant. The authors provide strategies on how to
integrate technology into the English Language Arts curriculum and detailed
descriptions of two technology-based literacy projects.
2013 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0937 | $20.00
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When it comes to increasing student
motivation and success in writing,
classroom talk is a powerful tool, from
helping students discover writing topics
to developing language to reflect on the
writing process. Let’s Talk is packed
with real classroom examples and stories
to help educators make conferences
more manageable and meaningful.
Organized by types of conferences,
this timely book distinguishes between
teacher-student talk—which covers
one-on-one, small-group, and whole-class
conferences—and student-student talk—
which includes one-on-one and group peer
conferences. In addition to addressing the
challenges and needs of educators in the
elementary and middle-level grades, Mark
Overmeyer also focuses on how to work
with English language learners.
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RALPH FLETCHER
“The lessons are engaging, simple, and to the point. Both students and
teachers will enjoy these activities and see an improvement in student
writing ability.”— Education Review

Grades 3–5

Talking About Writing
Ralph Fletcher and JoAnn Portalupi

Writing conferences can be difficult to manage, and it may be tempting to omit them from
writing workshop, but these one-to-one interactions are crucial. Watch and listen as accomplished teachers of grades 3–5 confer with students about their writing.

Grades K–8

Grades K–8

Boy Writers

Pyrotechnics on
the Page

Craft Lessons, Second
Edition/Nonfiction
Craft Lessons

Reclaiming Their Voices

How can we do a better job of
creating “boy-friendly” classrooms?
Ralph Fletcher draws upon his years
of experience and taps insights
from dozens of writing teachers.
Boy Writers and the companion
video, “Dude, Listen to This!” (sold
separately), ask teachers to imagine
the writing classroom from the boys’
perspective and to take specific
steps designed to create stimulating
classrooms for them.
2006 | 200 pp/paper | TJ-0425 | $20.00

“Dude, Listen to This!”
(Companion Video)

2008 | 45 minutes
(4 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $125.00 (TJ-0747)
Streaming: $75 (1-year) | $175 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Playful Craft That
Sparks Writing

Foreword by Katie Wood Ray
Pyrotechnics on the Page
demonstrates how writing teachers
can tap into children’s natural
affinity for language play. This book
provides a wealth of resources for
teachers, including information on
the developmental importance of
language play, a how-to on using
the writer’s notebook to explore and
experiment with verbal pyrotechnics,
an in-depth look at language play,
twenty-four new craft lessons, and
an extensive bibliography of relevant
mentor texts.
2010 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0783 | $19.00

Ralph Fletcher and
JoAnn Portalupi
With new curriculum mandates, daily
specials, pullouts, and precious time
devoted to test preparation, the need for
succinct resources like Craft Lessons
and Nonfiction Craft Lessons has
never been greater. The second edition
of Craft Lessons has been expanded
with seventeen new lessons, updated
resources, and new indexes to make
it more useful than ever. Nonfiction
Craft Lessons helps students breathe
voice into lifeless nonfiction writing,
making it clearer, more authoritative, and
more organized.

Craft Lessons: 2007 | 192 pp/paper
TJ-0706 | $22.00

Nonfiction Craft Lessons:
2001 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0329 | $21.00
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Package: TJ-07CR | $35 (reg. $43)
Save $8 when you buy both!

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

2003 | 60 minutes (12 segments) + viewing guide | DVD: $195.00 (TJ-0473)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Grades 3–8

Grades K–2

Grades K–8

In the Beginning

When Students Write

Young Writers Develop
Independence
Ralph Fletcher and
JoAnn Portalupi
Although literacy development begins
long before children are of school
age, the kindergarten classroom marks
an important moment as students
embark on their lifelong journey as
writers. This enlightening DVD offers
a close-up view of master teacher
Emelie Parker’s writing workshop as
she addresses conferring with young
writers, teaching skills in context,
tools for record-keeping, publishing,
and the role of audience—all in the
middle of a busy kindergarten day.
2004 | 30 minutes
(5 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $95.00 (TJ-0483)
Streaming: $75 (1-year) | $175 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Writing
PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Writing

Spotlight on

Ralph Fletcher is a friend of writing teachers everywhere. A former member of
the Teachers College Writing Project, he is currently an author and a consultant.
He has written all kinds of books for teachers and kids, including poetry, picture
books, and chapter books.

Ralph Fletcher and
JoAnn Portalupi
When Students Write takes us into the
classrooms of accomplished teachers
as they wrestle with what it means
to become an effective writer and
what role teachers play in developing
students’ competence as writers. This
video covers the practical components
of a successful writing workshop,
including the importance of choice,
risk-taking, skills versus craft, the
writer’s notebook, the writing conference, the role of literature, and more.
2002 | 120 minutes
(26 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0465)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

Grades K–8

Making Nonfiction
from Scratch

In Making Nonfiction from Scratch,
best-selling PD and children’s book
author Ralph Fletcher offers a candid
critique of how nonfiction writing is
often taught in schools and gives teachers
the inspiration and strategies they need
to help their students write authentic
nonfiction.
Ralph emphasizes the power of choice,
mentor texts, and nonfiction read-alouds
in making nonfiction an everyday part
of classrooms. “Classroom Connection”
sections throughout the book suggest
immediate, practical strategies for putting
the ideas in the book to use. Two case
studies and a chapter on the dos and
don’ts of nonfiction writing instruction
round out this short, practical book. Ralph
invites you to make your classroom a
place where students can create delicious
nonfiction full of passion, voice, and
insight. #makingnonfiction
2015 | 144 pp/paper| TJ-1012 | $18.50

stenhouse.com
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The Difference
Between
Engagement and
Motivation

For the past twenty-five years, Jeff has worked with writers and teachers
of grades K–12, inspiring them with the power and joy of the writing
process. He has written four books for Stenhouse and he also has a
middle grades novel, Zack Delacruz: Me and My Big Mouth (2015).

Spotlight on

JEFF ANDERSON

Students are naturally curious
and enthusiastic learners. If your
students appear unmotivated,
assume the best of them and
look for ways to affect their
motivation by making changes
to the learning experience.

Writing

jan Burkins and Kim Yaris

“Revision Decisions will provide teachers with
much-needed tools to facilitate the teaching of revision in
a way that will make it stick with their students.”
— Texas Voices

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Here are a few questions that
may prove helpful as you
explore ways to engage (vs.
motivate) students:
• Are the texts you are using
too difficult for students,
requiring extensive teacher
talk to scaffold them?
• Are you spending weeks and
weeks on books that should
take only a day or two to
read and understand?

Grades 4–10

Mechanically
Inclined

Everyday Editing

The Craft of
Grammar

10 Things Every
Writer Needs
to Know

Revision Decisions

Building Grammar, Usage,
and Style into Writer’s
Workshop

Instead of rehearsing errors and
drilling students on what’s wrong
with a sentence, Everyday Editing
shows teachers how to get students
to look carefully at their writing
and to think about how punctuation,
grammar, and style can best be
used to hone and communicate
meaning. This practical guide offers
an overview of editing within the
writer’s workshop as well as ten
detailed sets of lessons.

Foreword by Vicki Spandel
The culmination of years of experimentation, Mechanically Inclined
merges the best of writer’s workshop
elements with relevant theory about
how and why skills should be taught.
It shifts the negative, rule-plagued
emphasis of much grammar
instruction to one that celebrates the
power and beauty these tools have in
shaping all forms of writing.
2005 | 216 pp/paper | TJ-0412
$24.00
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2007 | 176 pp/paper | TJ-0709
$20.00
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Inviting Students to
Develop Skill and Craft in
Writer’s Workshop
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(See Kim and Jan’s books on
pages 57)

Grades 3–9

Integrated Instruction in
Writer’s Workshop

Jeff shows how he brings grammar
and craft together meaningfully
for student writers. Jeff and his
sixth-grade students move easily from
analyzing sentences to freewrites in
writer’s notebooks to “express-lane
edits” of their writing in daily
workshops. The lessons, individual
conferences, and small-group
activities demonstrate how to use
high-quality children’s and young
adult literature as mentor texts.
2007 | 60 minutes
(8 segments)
+ viewing guide
DVD: $195.00 (TJ-0476)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

10 Things Every Writer Needs to
Know focuses on developing the
concepts and application of ten
essential aspects of good writing—
motion, models, focus, detail,
form, frames, cohesion, energy,
words, and removing clutter. By
analyzing strong mentor texts (Jeff
provides dozens of model texts),
young writers learn what is possible
and experiment with the strategies
professional writers use. Jeff
dedicates a chapter to each of the ten
things every writer needs to know
and provides mini-lessons, mentor
texts, writing process strategies, and
classroom tips.

Talking Through Sentences
and Beyond
Jeff Anderson and Deborah Dean
Focusing on sentences, Jeff
Anderson and Deborah Dean use
mentor texts to show the myriad
possibilities that exist for revision.
Readers will be shown how
revision lessons can be discussed
in a generative way, and how each
student can benefit from talking
through the revision process as a
group. Narratives, setup lessons,
templates, and details about how to
move students toward independence
round out this essential book.
2014 | 200 pp/paper | TJ-1006
$24.00

2011 | 304 pp/paper | TJ-0810
$24.00

tre

• How much say do students
have in what they read?
Where can you give students
more choice?

Grades 4–8

/s

• How much of the reading
instruction is about aspects
of the text—genre,
structure, form, theme—
rather than about responses
to and connections with
the text?

Grades 4–8

m

• How much actual reading
do students do? Is extensive
time spent on teacher
explanations and/or student
documentation?

Grades 4–8

S

• How can you show more
than you tell? Can you
use visual art, video
clips, or other images to
engage students?
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Grades 3–8

Of Primary Importance

“Can We Skip Lunch and Keep Writing?”

What’s Essential in Teaching Young Writers

Collaborating in Class and Online, Grades 3–8

Ann Marie Corgill; Foreword by
JoAnn Portalupi
Of Primary Importance showcases the swirling energy,
sights, and sounds of a primary classroom and celebrates
the idiosyncratic journey of teaching young children to
write. Forming the heart of the book are detailed units
of study on a wide variety of fiction and nonfiction
writing that provide a clear demonstration of the writing
workshop process throughout a school year.

Julie D. Ramsay
“Can We Skip Lunch and Keep Writing?” shows teachers
how to weave technology throughout the curriculum, select
appropriate digital tools, guide and involve students in
the learning process, and differentiate instruction to meet
individual needs. Through Julie Ramsay’s inspiring stories
and lessons, teachers will discover how technology-assisted
writing can foster innovation, global communication, and
creative problem solving. Free companion website.

2008 | 236 pp/paper (color insert) | TJ-0374 | $26.00

2011 | 136 pp/paper | TJ-0847 | $20.00

Writing

Writing

Grades K–3

Grades K–2
Grades K–2

No More “I’m Done!”

Fostering Independent
Writers in the Primary Grades

Grades K–3

Jennifer Jacobson
No More “I’m Done!” demonstrates how to create
a more productive, engaging, and rewarding
writing workshop that helps nurture independent,
self-directed writers. Jennifer Jacobson guides
teachers from creating a supportive classroom
environment through establishing effective
routines, shows how to set up a writing workshop,
and provides an entire year of developmentally
appropriate mini-lessons. Free study guide online.

Marvelous Minilessons
for Teaching Nonfiction
Writing, K–3
Lori Jamison Rog
Lori Jamison Rog shows that even our
youngest writers can consider audience and
purpose as they use nonfiction writing to
document their ideas and share those ideas
with others. But if students are going to be
able to use writing to learn, they must have
opportunities for learning to write. The
forty mini-lessons in this remarkable book
offer strategies for writing informational,
persuasive, and procedural text. Each lesson
starts with a learning goal and follows an “I
do, We do, You do” format. Teachers will
find a wealth of ideas for guiding young
students to write on what they know and
care about.

2010 | 176 pp/paper | TJ-0784 | $19.00

Grades K–2

Talking, Drawing, Writing

Lessons for Our Youngest Writers
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Martha Horn and Mary Ellen Giacobbe
The authors invite readers to join them in classrooms
where they listen, watch, and talk with children, using
what they learn to create lessons designed to lead
children into the world of writing. The book’s lessons
are organized by topic and include oral storytelling,
drawing, writing words, assessment, introducing
booklets, and moving writers forward.
2007 | 272 pp/paper (color insert) | TJ-0456 | $26.00

Writing to Explore

Discovering Adventure in the Research
Paper, 3–8
David Somoza and Peter Lourie
Learn how to help students transform dry research
papers into adventure writing, which integrates
nonfiction and fiction and motivates students to write
with imagination, curiosity, and a hunger to learn
everything about their topics. The book starts with
a solid foundation in the basics of good writing and
then explores the specific elements of adventure
writing. Handouts, sample activities, student writing
examples, research sources, and tips round out this
important reference.

The Write Genre

Classroom Activities and
Mini-Lessons That Promote
Writing with Clarity, Style,
and Flashes of Brilliance
Lori Jamison Rog and Paul Kropp
A balanced approach to writing
workshops, The Write Genre presents
hands-on activities that focus on all
stages of the writing process, with
teacher-directed assignments and
self-selected writing lessons that
emphasize writing to learn. Organized
around six writing genres, more than
fifty mini-lessons help students write
with a concrete purpose and audience in
mind and complete assignments that are
more focused and authentic.
2004 | 160 pp/paper | TJ -8172 | $19.50
Pembroke Publishers

2010 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0787 | $20.00

m

FREE ON ALLS

2012 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8274 | $22.00
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Janine Reid and Betty Schultze with Ulla Peterson
Based on the work of real K–2 students, the revised edition
of What’s Next for This Beginning Writer? shows teachers
how to interpret students’ work, identify what they know,
and build naturally on the writing strengths their work
displays. A series of writing workshop lessons demonstrates
how to talk with students, extend their learning, and set
goals for their next piece of writing. This comprehensive
book includes mini-lessons, group and whole-class
activities, student samples, and a list of recommended
children’s books.

Grades 3–8

Pembroke Publishers

code

Mini-Lessons That Take Writing from
Scribbles to Script

Pembroke Publishers

2015 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8303 | $24.00

o

What’s Next for This Beginning
Writer? Second Edition

m
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The Writing Thief

Using Mentor Texts to Teach the Craft of Writing
Ruth Culham
It’s been said that good writers borrow but great writers steal. Writing
thieves read widely, dive deeply into texts, and steal bits and pieces from
great texts as models for their own writing. Ruth Culham admits to being
a writing thief—and she wants you and your students to become writing
thieves, too.

A major part of good writing instruction is finding the right mentor
texts to share with students. Within this book, you’ll discover more than
ninety excellent mentor texts, along with straightforward activities that
incorporate the traits of writing across informational, narrative, and
argument modes.
Chapters also include brief essays from beloved writing thieves such as
Lester Laminack, David L. Harrison, Lisa Yee, Nicola Davies, Ralph Fletcher, Toni Buzzeo,
Lola Schaefer, and Kate Messner, detailing the reading that has influenced their own writing.
Ruth’s renowned easy-going style and friendly tone make this a book you’ll turn to again and
again as you guide your students to reach their full potential as deep, thoughtful readers and
writers. There’s a writing thief in each of us when we learn how to read with a writer’s eye!
September 2016 | 216 pp/paper | TJ-1141 | $28.95
Copublished with the International Literacy Association (ILA)

Grades K–6

Crafting Writers, K–6
Grades K–6

Day by Day

Refining Writing
Workshop Through
180 Days of Reflective
Practice
Ruth Ayres and Stacey
Shubitz; Foreword by Carl
Anderson
Day by Day guides you through
the trials and tribulations of a
whole year of writing workshop.
The 180 discussions are organized
into eighteen “cycles,” which in
turn are grouped into chapters
for each of the pillars of writing
workshop: routines, mini-lessons,
choice, mentors, conferring,
and assessment. The book can
be used as a quick reference
for inspiration, as intensive
professional development, or as
a day-by-day guide to teaching
writing workshop.

2008 | 272 pp/paper | TJ-0739 | $24.00

Who’s Doing the Work?

How to Say Less So Readers Can Do More
Jan Burkins and Kim Yaris; Foreword by Joan Moser of “The 2 Sisters”
In their follow-up to Reading Wellness, Jan Burkins and Kim Yaris explore how
some traditional scaffolding practices may actually rob students of important learning
opportunities and independence. Who’s Doing the Work? suggests ways to make small but
powerful adjustments to instruction that hold students accountable for their own learning.

Next generation reading instruction is responsive to students’ needs, and it develops readers
who can integrate reading strategies without prompting from instructors. In Who’s Doing
The Work?, Jan and Kim examine how instructional mainstays such as read-aloud, shared
reading, guided reading, and independent reading look in classrooms where students do
more of the work. Classroom snapshots at the end of each chapter help translate the ideas in
the book into practice.
Who’s Doing the Work? offers a vision for adjusting reading instruction to better align with
the goal of creating independent, proficient, and joyful readers. #whosdoingthework
2016 | 182 pp/paper | TJ-1075 | $23.00

Grades 1–5

Reading Wellness

Lessons in Independence and Proficiency
Jan Burkins and Kim Yaris; Foreword by Christopher Lehman
Built around a framework of four intentions— alignment, balance,
sustainability, and joy—Reading Wellness offers teachers a series of lessons
that help children read closely and carefully while still honoring their
interests, passions, and agency as readers. The lessons here, field-tested
in grades 1–5, are interconnected and empower classroom communities,
are filled with anecdotes and insights, and are practical, sustainable, and
frequently joyful.
2014 | 232 pp/paper | TJ-1015 | $23.00

Grades K–12

59 Reasons to Write

Mini-Lessons, Prompts, and Inspiration for Teachers
Kate Messner
In order to teach writing effectively, teachers must be writers
themselves. Only by engaging in the real work of writing can teachers
become part of the writing community they dream of creating for their
students. In her new book, 59 Reasons to Write, Kate Messner offers
mini-lessons, writing prompts, and bursts of inspiration designed to
get you writing every day, whether on your own or as part of a group.
Dozens of guest authors also share their writing processes and secrets,
from brainstorming ideas and organizing research to developing
characters and getting unstuck from writer’s block. Daily warm-ups will
help you flex your writing muscles and energize your teaching.

Grades 4–12

Making the Match
The Right Book for the Right Reader at the Right Time, Grades 4–12
Teri S. Lesesne; Foreword by Kylene Beers
Teri Lesesne offers teachers and librarians concrete guidance in three areas
that will help them get students hooked in the first place: knowing the readers,
knowing the books, and knowing the strategies.
2003 | 248 pp/paper | TJ-0381 | $22.50

BR

2015 | 218 pp/paper | TJ-1003 | $23.0
Also Available:

Real Revision

Authors’ Strategies to Share with Student Writers
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2010 | 328 pp/paper | TJ-0809
$28.00

Elizabeth Hale
How do we teach elementary students to independently use the different
elements of craft that are discussed and taught in lessons? In Crafting
Writers, K–6, Elizabeth Hale shows teachers how to identify the specific
elements of craft when assessing student work and planning instruction,
and how to use them to teach students the techniques that will move
them forward as writers.

— Midwest Book Review
Grades K–5

Reading

Writing

Grades 2–5

“Thoroughly informed and informative, and exceptionally ‘user friendly’ in tone,
content, commentary, organization, and presentation, Who’s Doing The Work? is
very highly recommended for professional and academic libraries, teacher education
instructional reference collections, and supplemental studies reading lists.”
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Grades K–4

Readers Writing

Catching Readers Before They Fall

Lessons for Responding to Narrative and Informational Text
Elizabeth Hale

Reading

Reading

Grades 3–8

Supporting Readers Who Struggle, K–4
Pat Johnson and Katie Keier

Each of the ninety-one lessons in this book uses a fiction or nonfiction book
to address a comprehension strategy—questioning, connecting, analyzing,
synthesizing, evaluating, visualizing, or monitoring—and shows students
how they can use reader’s notebooks to try out strategies and write about their
thinking. You will also find suggestions for supporting student independence,
scaffolding comprehension of nonfiction texts, and assessing and conferencing
with reader’s notebooks, as well as information on how each lesson aligns with
the Common Core State Standards.
2014 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-0843 | $21.00

Every teacher of reading plays a vital role in helping to catch those readers
for whom learning to read does not come easily. Through examples from
both adults and children, the authors explain the complex network of
strategies that proficient readers use—strategies that struggling readers
have to learn in order to construct their own reading processes. This book
contains a wealth of resources, including an explanation of the sources of
information readers use to solve words, examples and scenarios of teacher/
student interactions, lessons on modeling, and assessment guidelines. Free
study guide online.
2010 | 288 pp/paper | TJ-0781 | $24.00

“Gear’s Nonfiction Reading Power provides a practical approach for
teachers on how to actually teach important comprehension skills so that
students can better use and understand nonfiction.”
—CM Magazine

Grades K–6

One Child at a Time

Making the Most of Your Time with Struggling
Readers, K–6
Pat Johnson

Grades K–8

Nonfiction Reading Power
Adrienne Gear
Reading Power promotes reading comprehension with a wealth of effective
strategies that help students think as they read. Using nonfiction texts,
Adrienne Gear shows teachers how to get students to zoom in, question and
infer, find the main idea, and make connections to create meaning from the
written page.

Experienced classroom teacher, literacy specialist, and consultant Pat
Johnson provides a framework she has used with hundreds of students
to help teachers understand and assist struggling readers. Pat shows
how to use this framework successfully with a range of learners who are
stalled in their literacy progress. The text is packed with examples of
actual conferences with students, detailing how and when to intervene to
instruct and assess.
2006 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-0434 | $20.00

2008 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8229 | $21.00
Pembroke Publishers

Grades K–3

More Than Guided Reading
Cathy Mere; Foreword by Max Brand
By changing the structure of the day, Cathy Mere was able to allow time for
whole-class lessons, conferences, and opportunities to share ideas, as well
as reading from self-selected texts using the strategies and skills acquired in
reading workshop.
2005 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0388 | $19.50
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Adrienne Gear
Since Reading Power was launched ten years ago in an elementary school in
Vancouver, it has evolved into a recognized approach to comprehension instruction
being implemented across Canada, the U.S., the U.K., Sweden, and China. This
groundbreaking approach shows teachers how to help students think while they
read—connect, question, visualize, infer, and transform. In this revised edition,
Adrienne Gear refines her understanding of metacognition, comprehension
instruction, and the Reading Power strategies and also offers teachers new ideas,
new lessons, and of course, new anchor books to support the Reading Power lessons.
This is an ideal resource for teachers familiar with the Reading Power approach or
those looking for new ways to connect thinking with reading.

Finding the Right Instructional Mix, K–3
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2015 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8310 | $24.00
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Reading

Reading

Stephanie Harvey has spent the past thirty years teaching and learning about
reading and writing and consulting with schools around the country. Anne Goudvis
has been a classroom teacher, a staff developer, and an adjunct professor of
reading and social studies.

Spotlight on

HARVEY & GOUDVIS
“Strategies That Work should be on every English teacher’s
bookshelf. It is a reader-friendly text that will help all of us
to further engage students in the learning process.”

See page 43 for details.

STARTER CLASSROOM LIBRARY

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Grades 3–8

Grades K–6

Grades K–6

Grades 2–8

Grades K–8

Grades 4–8

Grades K–8

Nonfiction Matters

Think Nonfiction!

Reading the World

Read, Write, and Talk

Strategy Instruction
in Action

Strategic Thinking

Strategies That Work,
Second Edition

Reading, Writing, and
Research in Grades 3–8

Modeling Reading
and Research

Stephanie Harvey; Foreword Join Stephanie and Anne in a
reading workshop as students
by Shelley Harwayne
begin to explore the wild and
Through nonfiction inquiry,
woolly world of nonfiction,
we open our thinking to
where merely getting the facts
the unexpected and make
isn’t enough. Nonfiction readers
reading, writing, and research
need to merge their thinking
discoveries. Nonfiction Matters
with the information—to learn,
offers elementary and middle
understand, and remember it.
school teachers the tools to help
2003 | 30 minutes
students explore nonfiction
(7 segments) + viewing guide
and dig deep to reach a more
DVD: $95.00 (TJ-0487)
complete understanding of the
Streaming:
real world, and to report these
insights in a compelling manner. $75 (1-year) | $175 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming
Free study guide online.
1998 | 248 pp/paper | TJ-0072
$24.50
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PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

— English Journal

Content Comprehension A Practice to Enhance
with Linguistically
Comprehension
Reading is a social act. As
Diverse Learners
In this video, Anne and
Stephanie provide instruction
responsive to the needs of
English language learners in
the child-centered classrooms
at Columbine Elementary in
Boulder, Colorado. Anne and
Stephanie integrate effective
comprehension strategy
instruction with content
knowledge acquisition in
science and social studies.

2005 | 96 minutes
(19 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $295.00 (TJ-0426)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

information is shared, thinking
evolves and comprehension
deepens. This lively video lets
you join an intermediate-grades
reading workshop as kids use
the comprehension strategies
Stephanie models to better
understand what they read.
2005 | 30 minutes
(7 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $95.00 (TJ-0460)
Streaming:
$75 (1-year) | $175 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

Reading instruction is about much
more than answering literal questions
at the end of a text. In this four-part
series, you will enter classrooms
where explicit reading comprehension
instruction unfolds. Applying
principles from Strategies That Work,
teachers model thinking and give kids
ample time to practice the strategies
proficient readers use when making
sense of text.
2001 | 120 minutes
(20 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0457)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Reading and Responding,
Grades 4–8

To help turn thinking into meaning
and understand what they read,
students need an arsenal of strategies
to navigate and synthesize text. In this
video, Stephanie and Anne spend a
week with Jessica Lawrence and her
middle school language arts students,
focusing on two essential strategies
for intermediate and middle grades
students: inferring in fiction and
determining importance in nonfiction.
We see Stephanie, Anne, and Jessica
plan instruction, lead mini-lessons,
confer and share with the kids, and
reflect on their teaching and the
students’ learning.
2004 | 120 minutes
(23 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0468)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

Teaching Comprehension
for Understanding and
Engagement

Since its publication in 2000,
Strategies That Work has become
an indispensable resource for
teachers who want to explicitly
teach thinking strategies so that
students become engaged, thoughtful,
independent readers. This revised
and expanded edition includes twenty
completely new comprehension
lessons and a section on content
literacy that describes how to apply
comprehension strategies across the
curriculum. Free study guide online.
2007 | 360 pp/paper | TJ-0481 | $32.00

stenhouse.com
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Dr. Steven L. Layne serves as Professor of Literacy Education at Judson University in
Elgin, Illinois, where he teaches courses in children’s literature and directs the university’s
Master of Education in Literacy program. He is a fifteen-year veteran of public education,
working as a classroom teacher and reading specialist in a wide span of grade levels.

Reading

Reading
Reading

“As I read Readers Front & Center, I felt as if I were visiting with a teacher who has faced the
same struggles and challenges that we all face and has found some strategies and ideas that
work. AND she was spilling her secrets.”—MiddleWeb

Spotlight on

Grades 2–8

STEVEN LAYNE

Readers Front & Center

Helping All Students Engage with Complex Texts
Dorothy Barnhouse

Readers Front & Center frames instruction that starts with the students and ensures
they are fully absorbing and experiencing complex texts. You’ll learn how to do
research and listen to your students, notice and name your students’ thinking,
set up your students to be problem solvers, and prepare your students to do
increasingly complex thinking in increasingly complex texts. Filled with examples
of one-on-one conferences, small groups, and whole-class scenarios, this essential
book shows how, and why, we need to put students front and center.

“By the end of this book, you’ll be advocating for every literacy
educator you know to participate in regular read-aloud time.“
—Education World
See page 43 for details.

STARTER CLASSROOM LIBRARY

2014 | 176 pp/paper | TJ-0967 | $20.00

Grades K–8

Exploding the Reading

Building a World of Responses from One Small Story, 50
Interactive Strategies for Increasing Comprehension
David Booth

Based on learning generated by a 200-year-old folktale used by thirty teachers
and a thousand kids, Exploding the Reading explores how to “dig deep” inside the
story and encourages teachers to incorporate a variety of response modes. This
practical book also shows teachers how to help students discover the world outside
the text: the different backgrounds, connections, places, values, and perceptions
students bring to their reading. See students experiencing the featured story
through poems, visuals, blogs, art, conversation, and more.
2014 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8299 | $24.00
Pembroke Publishers

Grades K–12

Grades K–12

Grades K–12

In Defense of Read-Aloud

Life’s Literacy Lessons

Igniting a Passion for
Reading

Sustaining Best Practice

Foreword by Regie Routman
Grades 3–9

Struggling Readers
Why Band-Aids Don’t Stick and Worksheets Don’t Work

n

Lori Jamison Rog
Struggling Readers shows teachers how to give struggling readers what they
really need—the opportunity to read texts they can and want to read and
confidence in themselves as readers, writers, and thinkers. This comprehensive
resource is organized around the instructional needs of struggling
readers—texts targeted to their needs, the
opportunity to read more, explicit instruction
code
and guided practice in comprehension
o
strategies, the ability to read informational
and functional texts, and strategies to build
vocabulary and fluency.

N
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2013 | 96 pp/hardcover | TJ-0988
$15.00

Successful Strategies for
Building Lifetime Readers
Foreword by Gail Boushey and Joan
Moser, “The 2 Sisters”

When teaching reading, educators in U.S.
classrooms often focus exclusively on
skills instruction. But how can you teach
the “how” without the “why”? In his book
Igniting a Passion for Reading, Steven
shows teachers how to develop readers
who are not only motivated to read great
books but also love reading in its own
right. From read-alouds to reading lounges
to author visits and so much more, this
book will help schools create a vibrant
reading culture.
2009 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-0385 | $21.00

2015 | 200 pp/paper | TJ-1040 | $21.00

M

Pembroke Publishers

G

A well-loved classic, Life’s Literacy
Lessons, is back in print by popular
demand and now includes stories as
well as new poems. From reading
aloud to grammar, from handwriting
to standards, Steven highlights the
tears and laughter, the challenges and
rewards that inspire today’s teachers.
Whether you read them to inspire
or entertain, these delightful poems
and stories are sure to capture your
imagination.

U

2014 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8292 | $24.00

I PP I N
H
S
E
FRE ON ALL

Researchers and practitioners stand in
solidarity: the practice of reading aloud
throughout the grades is not only viable but
also best practice. In Defense of Read-Aloud
reinforces teachers’ confidence to continue
the practice of reading aloud and presents the
research base to defend the practice in grades
K–12. Steven also offers significant practical
insights to strengthen instructional practice—
answering the questions “Why should we?”
and “How should we?”—and provides
advice about how to use read-alouds
most effectively. Steven has provided
everything needed—including many great
recommendations for books to share with
children—to support, sustain, and celebrate
the power of read-aloud.

Stories and Poems for
Teachers

MINIM
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Closely Reading Our
Students
If we want our students to closely read
complex texts, let’s first closely read
our students, complex beings that they
are. Let’s heed the words of the late
Maxine Greene: “To pay attention is
our endless and proper work.”
As I’ve been planning with teachers for
the coming year, here are a few ways
we’ve decided to situate ourselves to
pay closer attention to our students:
• Plan our year as a stepped-up
opportunity. If we want to end with
grade-level complex texts, let’s start
with highly engaging texts—maybe
even a basketball game or two.
“Read” those texts side by side with
students, with no agenda. Listen
for complex thinking, places where
students are analyzing “why” or
considering “how” or synthesizing
parts into a coherent whole. Step
students up to do this thinking in
other texts, from ones we know will
be highly and immediately engaging
to ones that will require some
deferred gratification.
• Teach mini-lessons after students
read, rather than before. That way,
we can turn our students’ thinking
into notice-and-name mini-lessons.
They will thus become the teachers in
the room.
• Establish independent reading as
the backbone of our classes (yes,
even and especially in high school).
Students need to read widely in
self-selected texts.
• Conduct research conferences. Our
job is to get to know how our students
think as they read. Books are our
indispensable partners in this work.

Reading

Literature Circles, Second Edition

Grades K–3

Voice and Choice in Book Clubs
& Reading Groups

Growing Readers

Units of Study in the Primary Classroom

Harvey Daniels

Kathy Collins; Foreword by Lucy Calkins

In Growing Readers, Kathy Collins shows how
to create workshops and other components of
a balanced literacy program that work together
to ensure that young students grow into strong,
well-rounded readers. Chapters are devoted to
individual units of study and include a sample
curriculum as well as examples of mini-lessons and
reading conferences.
2004 | 296 pp/paper | TJ-0373 | $24.00

In this updated book and companion video (sold
separately), Harvey Daniels provides strategies,
structures, and tools for launching and managing
literature circles effectively and conveys the feel and
energy of literature circles at work.
2002 | 272 pp/paper | TJ-0333 | $26.00
PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Reading
Dorothy Barnhouse

Grades K–12

Looking into Literature Circles
(Companion Video)
2001 | 15 minutes | DVD + viewing guide
DVD: $35.00 (TJ-0727)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Grades K–3

Reading for Real

Teach Students to Read with Power,
Intention, and Joy in K–3 Classrooms
Kathy Collins

Reading clubs allow kids to immerse themselves
in topics and ideas they care about and encourage
them to read, think, and talk together about their
ideas, their questions, and their wonderings.
Reading for Real presents step-by-step supports
for implementing reading clubs during reading
workshop in a balanced literacy framework,
although the information provided will be helpful
for any teacher who wants to foster the joy of
reading in students.
2008 | 240 pp/paper | TJ-0703 | $22.50

Grades 6–12

Teaching Reading to Black
Adolescent Males

Grades 4–12

Alfred Tatum

“This Is a Great Book!”

Closing the Achievement Gap

A CHOICE Outstanding Academic Book of 2005
Winner of 2006 James N. Britton Award

The race and gender achievement gap in literacy is one
of the most difficult issues in education today. Alfred
Tatum brings together his various experiences as a
black male student, a middle school teacher, a reading
specialist, and a staff developer to offer insights on
ways teachers and schools can reconceptualize literacy
instruction for those who need it most.
2005 | 176 pp/paper | TJ-0393 | $20.00

Grades K–3

Read It Again!

Revisiting Shared Reading
Brenda Parkes; Foreword by Margaret
Mooney
This guide introduces shared reading to
new primary teachers, outlines the essential
elements and benefits, and provides detailed
examples of how shared reading sessions
unfold in the classroom.
2000 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0304 | $19.00

Grades 7–12

Reading Amplified

Digital Tools That Engage Students in
Words, Books, and Ideas
Lee Ann Spillane

Learn the real power of Wordle, the technology app that
converts text into a word cloud, as you watch Lee Ann
Spillane’s high school students use it to analyze The
Great Gatsby. In this enhanced e-book, you can look over
Lee Ann’s shoulder at her computer screen or into her
classroom as she guides students to deeper reading and
engagement with digital tools.
2012 | Enhanced e-book with video | TJ-1007 | $24.99
NOW IN DOWNLOADABLE ENHANCED E-BOOK FORMAT!

101 Events for Building
Enthusiastic Readers Inside
and Outside the Classroom—
From Chapter Books to Young
Adult Novels
Larry Swartz and Shelley
Stagg Peterson

Rooted in the belief that providing
students with quality books to read is
essential to student success as readers
inside the classroom and beyond, “This
Is a Great Book!” presents a wide range
of recommended titles from chapter
books to young adult novels. This
essential resource includes more than fifty
reproducible activities, assessment profiles,
and inventories for easy classroom use.
Committed to nurturing the love of reading,
the authors show how to teach students
to dig deeper in their understanding and
appreciation of books through writing,
discussion, the arts, media, and more. The
special attention paid to leisure reading
helps create readers with a lifelong interest
in engaging fiction.
2015 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8308 | $24.00
Pembroke Publishers

(See Dorothy’s book on pages 62)
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PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

“You virtually watch Tovani roll up her sleeves and
engage students in demanding text.”
— Voices from the Middle

Grades 6–12

Grades 6–12

Grades 6–12

Grades 6–12

Grades 6–12

Talk to Me

So What Do They
Really Know?

Comprehending
Content

I Read It, but I Don’t
Get It

Do I Really Have to
Teach Reading?

Cris explores the complex issues
of monitoring, assessing, and
grading students’ thinking and
performance with fairness and
fidelity. In addition to describing
the systems and structure Cris uses
in her own classroom, So What Do
They Really Know? includes lessons,
assessment templates, student work
samples, anchor charts, feedback
suggestions, ways to include students
in the assessment cycle, and tips for
managing assessment.

Teachers of adolescents across
the country are under enormous
pressure to cover more content in
their disciplines, to make instruction
more relevant to students, and to help
students acquire the reading skills
they need to succeed on standardized
tests and beyond. In this video set,
Cris brings viewers into her school
and classroom and shows how she
and her colleagues are meeting the
challenge of improving students’
reading skills across the curriculum.

Foreword by Ellin Oliver Keene

Cris applies her humor, insight,
and practical experience to reading
comprehension across the curriculum.
The book shows how understanding
everything from a textbook math
problem to a sonnet is easier when
simple reading strategies are applied.

Conferring to Engage,
Differentiate, and Assess,
6–12

This video, which complements
So What Do They Really Know?,
takes you inside Cris’s classroom,
where she faces the same challenges
you do. Throughout fourteen
individual conferences and five group
conferences, Cris differentiates her
instruction to meet her adolescent
readers’ and writers’ needs by listening
to, learning about, and connecting with
her students. In the final segment, she
answers frequently asked questions.
2012 | 115 minutes
(29 segments) + study guide
DVD: $195.00 (TJ-0920)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming
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Assessment That Informs
Teaching and Learning

2011 | 184 pp/paper | TJ-0730
$22.50

Reading Across the
Curriculum, Grades 6–12

2004 | 120 minutes
(16 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0459)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

Comprehension Strategies
for Adolescent Readers
This engaging book and the companion
video (sold separately) show teachers
how to help adolescents develop new
reading comprehension skills. Using
accounts from her own classroom
teaching and staff development work,
Cris takes the reader through practical,
theory-based reading instruction that
can be adapted for any subject area.

Reading

ST

Reading

Cris Tovani taught elementary school for ten years before becoming a high school
reading specialist and English teacher. A nationally known consultant, she chooses
to continue teaching high school students full-time.

Content Comprehension,
Grades 6–12

2004 | 144 pp/paper | TJ-0376
$22.00

2000 | 152 pp/paper | TJ-0089 | $22.00

Thoughtful Reading
(Companion Video)
2003 | 120 minutes
(23 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0467)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

Marcia Edson

Creating Spaces for
Observation and
Inquiry
Science centers in the classroom are great,
but there are many other areas of the
classroom that can be used for observation
and inquiry. You probably already have
some of these in your room, but because
they aren’t in the science center, you may
have overlooked the rich potential for
children to observe, question, predict,
collaborate, and share their scientific
theories about interesting organisms or
objects. Think about spreading some of
these ideas around your room to make that
push out of the science center:
• If you have windows, use colorful tape
to block off an area for cloud watching,
and mount a cloud identification chart on
the windowsill. Tape a simple question
on the window to catch the children’s
attention, such as “What clouds do you
see?” A pencil and a cloud notebook
could also be placed on the windowsill for
children’s observations.
• Instead of having one plant on the
windowsill, put a few smaller plants on
tables around the room. Small pots of
thyme and mint have interesting leaves
and smells to observe and talk about.
• Place classroom pet cages in a variety
of spots around the classroom so children
will notice them and stop to watch. Prop a
nonfiction book next to the cage, open to
an interesting section about the organism.
• Include a science backpack with the
balls and jump ropes you take outside.
Fill it with some magnifying lenses, a bug
box, small clipboards, and field guides.
• Set out items from nature chosen for
the variety of their texture, shape, or size,
such as seedpods, bark, cross-sections
of trees, and uprooted plants with
exposed roots.
(See Marcia’s books on page 78)
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Spotlight on

Spotlight on

SIBBERSON &
SZYMUSIAK

PATRICK ALLEN

Reading

Patrick is currently a teacher at Frontier Valley Elementary School and a staff developer/
lab classroom teacher at the Public Education and Business Coalition.

“Right from the beginning, I knew that this book would become a benchmark
text for helping teachers think about children, reading, and thinking.”

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

new!

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

— Write Brained Teacher blog
PR EV IEW VI DE
O ON LIN E

Reading

Franki Sibberson has been teaching elementary children in the Dublin City Schools in
Dublin, Ohio, since 1987. She blogs at readingyear.blogspot.com. Karen Szymusiak
spent more than thirty years in education as a teacher, curriculum coordinator, and
building administrator.

Still Learning to Read,
Second Edition

Teaching Students in Grades 3–6

Grades 3–6

Grades K–5

Foreword by Colby Sharp

Bringing Reading
to Life

Beyond Leveled Books,
Second Edition

In the decade since the first edition of Still Learning to
Read was published, the prevalence of testing and the
Common Core State Standards have changed what is
expected of both teachers and students.
The new edition of Still Learning to Read focuses on the
needs of students in grades 3–6 in all aspects of reading
instruction, including reading workshop, read-aloud,
classroom design, digital tools, fiction, nonfiction, and
close reading. The book stays true to its original beliefs
of slowing down and knowing our readers, but it also
takes into account the sense of urgency that changing
times and standards impose on classrooms.
This edition examines current trends in literacy, includes
a new section on intentional instructional planning,
and provides expanded examples of mini-lessons and
routines that promote deeper thinking about learning.
Online videos provide glimpses into classrooms as
students make book choices, work in small groups, and
discuss their reading notebooks. #StillLearning
Grades 3–6 | August 2016 | 248 pp/paper | TJ-1026
$31.00
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Instruction and
Conversation, Grades 3–6

Supporting Early and
Transitional Readers in
This video presents a vibrant portrait Grades K–5

of readers at work as they grapple
Karen Szymusiak, Franki
with increasingly difficult texts.
Sibberson, and Lisa Koch;
The authors show the importance of
thoughtful room and classroom library Foreword by Sharon Taberski
Beyond Leveled Books offers a
design, carefully structured reading
much-needed perspective on moving
groups, brief whole-class lessons,
transitional readers from the basic
extended discussions that build on
supports of leveling to independent
previous readings, and individual
book selection. Packed with
reading in a wide range of texts.
sample mini-lessons, strategies for
2004 | 120 minutes
small-group instruction, assessment
(25 segments) + viewing guide
techniques, and student work,
Streaming:
this revised and enlarged edition
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
is an essential resource for K–5
stenhouse.com/streaming
independent reading instruction.
Free study guide online.
2008 | 272 pp/paper | TJ-0714
$21.00

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

Grades 3–5

Grades 3–5

Grades 1–8

What Are You Thinking?

Fact Finders!

Conferring

In What Are You Thinking?, Patrick
demonstrates how to differentiate
instruction, how to connect with
readers, how to monitor their
progress through individual records,
and, perhaps most important, how
to encourage children to love
books and reading while honoring
their individuality. Each of the
nine conferences has a different
instructional focus, including
determining importance in text,
vocabulary, appropriate text choice,
expository text, and reading with a
writer’s eye.

By engaging the students in
his fourth-grade classroom in
think-alouds, Patrick shows how
they can develop their reading
comprehension skills more quickly
than conventional wisdom would
have us believe. Patrick demonstrates
how comprehension strategies such
as determining importance in text,
inferring, and synthesizing can be
taught using the nonfiction genre,
which has become increasingly
important with the adoption of the
Common Core State Standards.

Foreword by Debbie Miller

Conferring in Reader’s
Workshop

2011 | 96 minutes
(11 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $295.00 (TJ-0880)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Shared Nonfiction
Think-Aloud

2013 | 35 minutes + viewing guide
DVD: $95.00 (TJ-0968)
Streaming:
$75 (1-year) | $175 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

The Keystone of Reader’s
Workshop
Just as the keystone—a symmetrical,
wedge-shaped stone at the center
of an arch—forms the foundation
of a structure, so do purposeful
conversations lay the groundwork for
effective reading instruction. Patrick
explains what conferring is and what
it’s not and unpacks the essential
components of the conferring process:
intimacy (the social context), rigor
(the cognitive context), and inquiry
(the analytical context).
2009 | 232 pp/paper | TJ-0768
$24.00

stenhouse.com
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Independent Reading Inside the Box, Second Edition
How to Organize, Observe, and Assess Reading Strategies
That Promote Deeper Thinking and Improve Comprehension
in K–8 Classrooms
Lisa Donohue

A native of Melbourne, Australia, Tony Stead has worked for fourteen years as a K–6
teacher in five different school settings in Melbourne. He has consulted on literacy
education with school districts around the world.

Spotlight on

Spotlight on

TONY STEAD

The best-selling first edition of this popular book showed teachers how to use a single
sheet of paper to help students focus on reading books they love rather than filling
reading time with busywork. This simple approach offers students an easy way to build
and strengthen their comprehension, language, and thinking skills. The highly-awaited
second edition explores critical literacy to promote higher-order thinking skills,
individualized goal setting, feedback and monitoring, and personalizing learning.
The author argues for giving students choice and exploring innovative ways to make
thinking visible during independent reading.

Reading

Reading

Grades K–8

2015 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8309 | $24.00

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Pembroke Publishers

“This is a resource that will answer many of the questions that teachers have always wanted
the answers to… and some they don’t even have questions for yet!”— Journal of Adolescent &
Adult Literacy
Grades K–5

Balancing Reading & Language Learning

A Resource for Teaching English Language Learners, K–5
Mary Cappellini

2005 | 344 pp/paper | TJ-0367 | $32.50

Grades K–6

Guiding Readers

Making the Most of the 18-Minute Guided Reading Lesson
Lori Jamison Rog

Guiding Readers argues that the 18-minute guided reading lesson may very well be
the finest teaching we do. This practical book introduces a range of specific reading
strategies and processes that lead students to access increasingly more sophisticated
text, including sequential practical lesson routines, suggestions for selecting appropriate
texts for readers at each stage, and tips for setting learning goals and a wide range of
lesson routines for reaching them.
2012 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8273 | $22.95
Pembroke Publishers

Also available from Lori Jamison Rog

Guided Reading Basics
2003 | 128 pp/paper | TJ-0383 | Grades K–3 | $21.50
Pembroke Publishers
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Grades K–3

Grades K–5

Grades K–6

Bridges to
Independence

Reality Checks

Good Choice!

Tony works with a third-grade
teacher and a first-grade teacher to
explore guided reading instruction
with early emergent, developing,
and fluent readers, using a variety of
informational texts. This in-depth video
looks at what happens before, during,
and after the reading—accessing
students’ prior knowledge, overcoming
text challenges, introducing the focus
of the lesson, sharing and reflecting,
and, most important, determining if
the students have understood what
they read.

Foreword by Nell K. Duke

Guided Reading with
Nonfiction

2006 | 120 minutes
(23 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0455)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Teaching Reading
Comprehension with
Nonfiction, K–5
Nonfiction can be overwhelming to
young readers, presenting them with
complex vocabulary and a new density
of information that may combine text,
diagrams, pictures, captions, and other
devices. Based on his years of working
in K–5 classrooms, Tony outlines
practical approaches to ensure that all
children become confident, competent
readers of nonfiction.
2005 | 272 pp/paper | TJ-0364 | $24.00
PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Teaching reading to children in a language that is not their own is a daunting
task. Combining the best classroom practices and research on teaching
reading and language acquisition, Mary Cappellini integrates effective reading
instruction with effective language instruction. Through the framework of
a balanced reading program, she emphasizes the importance of constantly
listening for and assessing children’s language and reading strategies during
read-aloud, shared reading, guided reading, and independent reading. Free
study guide online. Visit www.stenhouse.com/0367 to download an
updated study guide and appendixes!

Supporting Independent
Reading and Response, K–6
Foreword by David Booth

Research shows that children who have
the opportunity to read independently
not only become more literate adults,
they also, in fact, perform better
on state tests and other reading
assessments. In Good Choice!, Tony
outlines the components that foster
successful independent reading in
grades K–6. He offers systems for
organizing the class library, lessons
on book selection and responding
to text, guidance on conferring with
students, and an array of helpful
appendix materials.
2008 | 248 pp/paper | TJ-0732
$24.00

Time for Nonfiction
2004 | 120 minutes | (18 segments) + viewing guide | Grades K–3
DVD: $395.00 (TJ-0466)
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year) | stenhouse.com/streaming

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.
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Substitute Teaching?

Everything You Need to Get the Students on Your Side and
Teach Them Too! Ready-to-Use Tools, Tips, and Lesson Ideas
for Every Grade from K–8
Amanda Yuill

This easy-to-read, humorous survival guide for substitute
teachers presents strategies to get students on your side
and make classroom management easier for the whole
day. Experienced and new teachers will discover quick,
relationship-building activities that make the difference
between a day of dodging spitballs and a day where
students give you homemade bracelets.

DEBBIE MILLER

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Grades K–12

Mentoring Beginning
Teachers, Second Edition

Grades K–3

Grades K–3

Grades K–3

Teaching with
Intention

Happy Reading!

The Joy of
Conferring

Reading with
Meaning,
Second Edition

Commentary by
Peter H. Johnston

In Teaching with Intention,
Debbie shares her process of
defining beliefs, aligning practice,
and taking action to ensure that
children are the true beneficiaries
of her teaching. From setting up
the classroom environment to the
intentional use of language, Debbie
is explicit about what she does
and why. She then guides teachers
in developing their own belief
statements concerning teaching
and learning.
2008 | 162 pp/paper (color insert)
TJ-0387 | $22.50

In this three-part video, which
complements Reading with
Meaning, Debbie shows how
she sustains a thoughtful
primary reading program that
challenges and supports readers
of all abilities and needs. This
video includes information
on tone, structure, and
routines; explicit teaching; and
book choice.
2002 | 90 minutes
(20 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $295.00 (TJ-0458)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

This video shows how
Debbie orchestrates a buzzing
classroom full of first graders
into a cooperative literacy
community. In the first
program, Debbie engages in
a series of conferences with
students who have a range of
needs. The second program
shows in almost real time
the ways Debbie is able to
check in with the entire class
of students.
2005 | 75 minutes (13
segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $195.00 (TJ-0427)
Streaming:
$150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Teaching Comprehension
in the Primary Grades

In this second edition, Debbie
shares her new thinking
about comprehension strategy
instruction, the gradual release
of responsibility, and planning
for student engagement and
independence. She also expands her
vision of intentional teaching and
learning. Debbie believes that every
child deserves at least a full year
of growth during each classroom
year and offers planning documents
with matching assessments to
ensure that no child falls through
the cracks. The second edition
includes new titles that will engage
and delight students. Free study
guide online.
2012 | 228 pp/paper (color insert)
TJ-0955 | $25.00
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Amanda Yuill

Pembroke Publishers

Grades K–5

One-on-One
with Young Readers

Everything you need to get the students on your side and teach them too!
Ready-to-use tools, tips, and lesson ideas for every grade from K-8

2016 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8312 | $24.00

Jean Boreen, Mary K. Johnson,
Donna Niday, and Joe Potts

Defining Beliefs,
Aligning Practice,Taking
Action, K–5

Substitute Teaching?

This time-saving resource includes specific lessons for all
grades and subject areas. Ideal for a teacher getting started,
an experienced teacher filling in, or a full-time classroom
teacher looking for new ways to connect with students, this
timely book offers what you need to survive and succeed.

Guiding, Reflecting, Coaching

Creating a Predictable
Structure for Joyful
Teaching and Learning

Classroom Practice

Debbie Miller taught and learned from children in the Denver Public Schools for thirty
years. She now presents workshops and works extensively with schools and districts
on the long-range planning and development of literacy programs.

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Reading

Grades K–8

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

Mentoring Beginning Teachers, Second Edition is packed
with insights, anecdotes, and updated research, providing
mentors with a road map for helping new teachers become
confident, reflective educators. This book includes practical
advice to match almost any mentoring situation, including
recommendations for pairing mentors and teachers,
questions to jump-start conversations, ideas for teacher
reflection, and answers to the most commonly asked
mentor questions.
2009 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-0742 | $21.00

Grades K–12

The Literacy Principal, Second Edition
Leading, Supporting, and Assessing Reading
and Writing Initiatives
David Booth and Jennifer Rowsell

Rooted in the latest research and real-world experience,
this new edition provides tried-and-true frameworks that
principals, literacy coaches, and mentoring teams can
use in their quest to create schools where literacy thrives.
Commentaries from teachers, principals, and consultants
who have been involved in developing strong school- and
district-wide literacy programs demonstrate the strides that
many schools have made in the last few years.
2007 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8216 | $21.00
Pembroke Publishers

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

Grades K–12

3-Minute Motivators,
Revised and Expanded
Edition
More Than 100 Simple Ways
to Reach, Teach, and Achieve
More Than You Ever Imagined
Kathy Paterson

Organized around common classroom
challenges, 3-Minute Motivators shows
how to turn unfocused students into eager
classroom participants and learners. This
practical handbook includes more than
one hundred simple ideas and ready-to-use
activities that refocus a group, release
excess energy, or start off class with
a bang.
2014 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8295 | $24.00
Pembroke Publishers

“A unique resource that
will help you reset students’
brains and bodies to
improve focus without
derailing the classroom
environment.”
— Gail Boushey and Joan Moser,
“The 2 Sisters”
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Socratic Circles
Fostering Critical and Creative Thinking
in Middle and High School

Rick Wormeli is a National Board Certified Teacher and an internationally known
speaker on middle-level education, innovation, and teacher professionalism. Rick has
presented at the White House, appeared on Good Morning America, and worked with
schools throughout the United States.

Spotlight on

Matt Copeland

Socratic seminars enhance reading comprehension,
improve listening and speaking skills, and build a better
classroom community. By giving students ownership
of the classroom discussion around texts, they become
more independent and motivated learners. Matt
Copeland has created a coaching guide for both the
teacher new to Socratic seminars and the experienced
teacher seeking to optimize the benefits of this
powerful strategy.

RICK WORMELI

Classroom Practice

Classroom Practice

Grades 6–12

2005 | 176 pp/paper | TJ-0394 | $19.00

“Power Up is a ‘must-have’ for an
educational instructor working in
a 1:1 environment.” — Jaime Casap,
Google education evangelist

Grades 4–12

Conquering the Crowded Curriculum
Kathleen Gould Lundy

Grades 6–12

Power Up

Making the Shift to 1:1 Teaching and
Learning
Diana Neebe and Jen Roberts; Foreword
by Jaime Casap

Diana Neebe and Jen Roberts draw on research
and their extensive experience working with
teachers across subject areas and grade levels
to help educators understand the changes in
pedagogy, planning, classroom organization, time
management, and collaboration that will help them
be successful when teaching with a computer or
tablet for every student. Throughout Power Up,
the authors coach teachers through their initial
concerns about technology integration, offer
advice about avoiding common problems, and
encourage innovation. Using detailed classroom
examples, questions, and suggestions, they provide
a framework for shaping the transformation of
a traditional classroom into a student-centered,
technology-rich learning environment. Readers
will come away with a clear sense of how a fully
implemented 1:1 classroom operates.

Conquering the Crowded Curriculum builds on the
four principles of identity, imagination, innovation,
and integration that together form a framework that
connects the curriculum by using one subject to
enrich others. Teachers will appreciate the in-depth
descriptions of comprehensive projects that carefully
and skillfully integrate curriculum areas so that students
are encouraged to see different perspectives, think
critically, work with new material in various contexts,
and represent their new knowledge in innovative ways.
Based on the author’s extensive classroom experience,
this comprehensive resource includes relevant websites,
templates, and ready-to-use reproducibles.
2015 | 128 pp/paper | TJ-8294 | $24.00
Pembroke Publishers

Grades 4–12

Q Tasks, Second Edition

How to Empower Students to Ask
Questions and Care About the Answers
Carol Koechlin and Sandi Zwaan
The second edition of Q Tasks features innovative ways
teachers can help students ask real questions that focus
on personal understanding and give them ownership
of their learning experience. More than one hundred
proven classroom activities take students beyond rote
learning. Additionally, the new edition addresses how
teachers can use technology to promote collaboration
among students through Q task extensions that introduce
digital components.
2014 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8301 | $24.00
Pembroke Publishers

Grades K–12

Grades 5–9

Grades 4–12

Grades 6–12

Metaphors &
Analogies

Meet Me in the
Middle

Fair Isn’t Always
Equal

Differentiation

Power Tools for
Teaching Any Subject

Becoming an
Accomplished
Middle-Level Teacher

From Planning to
Practice, Grades 6–12

Assessing & Grading
in the Differentiated
Classroom

Foreword by Carol
According to Rick, metaphors
Ann Tomlinson
and analogies are “power tools” Foreword by Ed Brazee
Rick shows teachers how to plan
In Fair Isn’t Always Equal,
ready to be put to work by any
a differentiated lesson from start
Rick offers the latest research
A CHOICE Outstanding
teacher of any subject in any
and commonsense thinking that to finish, detailing the steps to
Academic Book
grade level. Metaphors can
teachers and administrators seek take before, during, and after to
help students make connections Both a “how-to” book and a rich when it comes to assessment and deepen connections for students.
narrative, Meet Me in the Middle grading in differentiated classes. He offers time-tested strategies
between the concrete and the
addresses key middle-level
abstract, prior knowledge
and reflective advice about
Filled with real examples and
teaching challenges such as
and unfamiliar concepts, and
reaching a wide range of learners
“gray” areas that middle and
language and image. To exploit differentiating instruction,
within the same classroom.
high school educators will
these powers, however, teachers writing in all subjects, alternative easily recognize, Rick tackles
2007 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0708
assessments, teaming, mentoring, important and sometimes
need to learn to use metaphors
$25.00
and more.
and analogies strategically
controversial assessment and
and for specific purposes, and
2001 | 264 pp/paper | TJ-0328
grading issues constructively.
Also available from Rick
students need to be taught
$25.00
Free mini-site at
Wormeli:
how to recognize, create, and
www.stenhouse.com/fiae
Day One & Beyond
deconstruct these comparisons.
2009 | 184 pp/paper | TJ-0758
$23.00

2006 | 232 pp/paper | TJ-0424
$25.00

2003 | 208 pp/paper | TJ-0355
$23.00

2015 | 264 pp/paper | TJ-1013 | $24.00
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How Our Language Affects
Children’s Learning
Peter H. Johnston; Foreword by Richard Allington

Language is a teacher’s most powerful tool. This unique
book provides instructive examples of the seemingly
ordinary words, phrases, and uses of language that are
pivotal in the orchestration of the classroom. Grounded
in a study of accomplished literacy teachers, Choice
Words demonstrates how the things we say (and don’t
say) have surprising consequences for the literate lives of
our students.
2004 | 120 pp/paper | TJ-0389 | $12.50

Grades K–2

Perfect Pairs

See page 43 for details.

Choice Words

Using Fiction & Nonfiction Picture Books to Teach
Life Science, K–2
Melissa Stewart and Nancy Chesley

Each of the twenty-two lessons in Perfect Pairs is built around a pair of
books—one fiction, one nonfiction—that introduces a life science concept
and guides students through an inquiry-based investigative process to
explore that idea. Bringing high-quality, science-themed picture books
into the classroom engages a range of students, addresses the Performance
Expectations outlined in the Next Generation Science Standards, and
supports the goals of the Common Core State Standards for English
Language Arts.
2014 | 360 pp/paper | TJ-0958 | $28.00

Grades K–8

Science & Nature

Grades K–8

STARTER CLASSROOM LIBRARY

Classroom Practice

“The selection of stories in Perfect Pairs has been great and the
students have loved them.”—Kid Lit Frenzy

COMING SOON: Perfect Pairs, Grades 3–5

Opening Minds
Using Language to Change Lives
Peter H. Johnston

In Opening Minds, Peter Johnston shows how words
can shape students’ learning, their sense of self, and
their social, emotional, and moral development. He
explains how to engage children with more productive
talk and create classrooms that support not only
students’ intellectual development but also their growth
as human beings. Make no mistake: words have the
power to open minds—or close them.
Grades K–8

The Feedback-Friendly
Classroom
Deborah McCallum

Learning is inherently social, built on the
daily interactions in the classroom. Deborah
McCallum demonstrates how feedback—
from teacher to student, between students,
from student to teacher—is essential, not
merely as part of student assessment, but
to the process that defines the learning
environment. This groundbreaking book
explores using feedback to help students
become better learners, examines the
crucial use of verbal and nonverbal
language to engage and guide students, and
shows strategies and activities to establish
and promote effective feedback within the
classroom and beyond.

2012 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0816 | $14.00

Grades Pre-K–2

Starting with Science
Strategies for Introducing Young Children to Inquiry
Marcia Talhelm Edson

Starting with Science explores the big ideas surrounding inquiry-based science
and helps teachers plan for and implement a conceptual approach to teaching
and learning science. Marcia Edson shows what inquiry looks like in an early
childhood classroom, where students engage in observation, questioning,
predictions, collaboration, and data collection, and gain a deeper understanding
of topics important to their lives.
2013 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0807 | $19.00

Package: TJ-038J | $22.50 (reg. $26.50)
Save $4 when you buy both!
Grades 3–5
Grades K–8

Becoming Scientists

Asking Better Questions,
Second Edition

Inquiry-Based Teaching in Diverse Classrooms, Grades 3–5

October 2015 | 128 pp/paper | TJ-8304
$24.00

Norah Morgan and Juliana Saxton
Research tells us that the person who asks the question is
the active learner, yet too many classrooms still revolve
around teacher-generated questions. Based on extensive
classroom experience, this revised edition explores the
compelling role questions play in creating a powerful
learning environment and offers teachers the advice and
tools needed to encourage students to ask thoughtful
questions and to care about the answers.

Pembroke Publishers

2006 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-8209 | $21.00
Pembroke Publishers

Rusty Bresser and Sharon Fargason; Foreword by Fred Goldberg

Using inquiry science, children discover answers to their questions in the same
way that scientists do—they design experiments, make predictions, observe and
describe, test explanations, and share their conjectures with others. The authors
take you into real classrooms and show you how to build on students’ varied
knowledge, manage a diverse classroom, facilitate science discussion, and deepen
your own science content knowledge.
2013 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0978 | $20.00
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Design Principles for Educators
David T. Sobel

Noted educator David Sobel makes the case that
meaningful connections with the natural world begin
in our own backyards and communities. Through
the concept of place-based education, this book
provides seven design principles that guide teachers in
structuring learning experiences that foster a love of
nature, cover the complexity of the issues, and connect
curriculum and community.
2008 | 184 pp/paper | TJ-0741 | $19.00

Ladybugs, Tornadoes, and
Swirling Galaxies

English Language Learners Discover
Their World Through Inquiry

Schoolyard-Enhanced
Learning/
Moving the Classroom
Outdoors
Herbert W. Broda
Environmental Education Council of Ohio
Publication Award

Schoolyard-Enhanced Learning blends
theory and practice, providing readers with
practical suggestions and teacher-tested
activities for using the most powerful
audiovisual tool available—the outdoors.
Moving the Classroom Outdoors provides
practical and specific information, including
ideas for plantings, teaching/meeting
areas, pathways, and equipment storage;
an outdoor activity sampler; advice on
incorporating technology into the outdoor
learning experience; and a chapter on the
unique concerns of urban schools.

Schoolyard-Enhanced Learning:
2007 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0729 | $19.00

Moving the Classroom Outdoors:
2011 | 216 pp/paper | TJ-0791 | $22.50

Package: TJ-079B | $35 (reg. $41.50)
Save $6.50 when you buy both!

78

Discussion and Discovery in Mathematics
Lucy West

For more than twenty years, Lucy West has been
studying mathematical classroom discourse. Adding Talk
to the Equation helps teachers learn how to skillfully
lead math conversations so all students stay in the game,
stay motivated about learning, and ultimately deepen
their understanding.
This video features five case studies filmed in grades 1–6
and shows teachers at various stages in their practice of
generating and managing rich mathematics conversations.
Although these discussions occur during math instruction,
the strategies used to create an environment for respectful,
productive discourse can be applied to any subject area.
The 84-page companion guide includes transcripts of all of the case studies, with detailed
commentary from Lucy that gives you a window into her thinking and the complexities of
the work she is doing with teachers, as well as her reflections on missed opportunities.
#addingtalk

Grades K–3

Grades K–8

Math

Childhood and Nature

E
PRE VIE W VID EO ON LIN

Adding Talk to the Equation (A Talk Toolkit: Video + Guide)

Grades K–8

Brad Buhrow and Anne Upczak Garcia;
Foreword by Anne Goudvis

Math Tools in Action
Chris Confer and Marco Ramirez

2006 | 204 pp/paper (color insert) | TJ-0400 | $24.00

Grades 1–6

To Look Closely
Laurie Rubin

From setting a tone of inquiry-based thinking in
the classroom to suggesting specific units of study
for reading, writing, and science, Laurie Rubin
demonstrates how nature study can help students
grow into stronger readers, writers, mathematicians,
and scientists. Filled with student journal entries,
narratives, and poems inspired by experiences in the
natural world, To Look Closely will encourage teachers
to embrace nature study.
2013 | 256 pp/paper | TJ-0992 | $22.50

Anchor charts, journals, and manipulatives help teachers
implement and students understand the Common
Core State Standards while encouraging students to
become critical thinkers. In Anchor Charts, Marco
leads a fifth-grade class through a lesson on building
and decomposing an array, frequently referring to and
updating the anchor chart, which reminds students of the
most important features of the concepts and skills they
are learning. In Journals, Chris and fourth-grade students
investigate a mathematical argument using their journals,
encouraging them to clarify their thoughts and to use
challenging and precise math vocabulary. In Manipulatives,
Chris and a third-grade class learn about comparative size
by exploring the dimensions of a variety of animals using
tape measures, linking chains, and number charts, allowing
them to see the math.
Anchor Charts: 2012 | 40 minutes (9 segments)
+ viewing guide | DVD: $75.00 (TJ-0957)

Journals: 2012 | 40 minutes (11 segments) + viewing
guide | DVD: $75.00 ( TJ-0969)

Manipulatives: 2012 | 40 minutes (7 segments)
+ viewing guide | DVD: $75.00 (TJ-0970)
Streaming: $75/title (1-year) | $175/title (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Package: TJ-095C | $175 (reg. $225) Save $50 when you buy all three!

PRICES IN THIS CATALOG REFLECT A 25% EDUCATOR DISCOUNT

— Jayne Bamford Lynch

Grades 1–5

As teachers and students engage in learning science
and social studies content, they also discover
multiple ways to make meaning. This book is full of
photographs of student artwork—including a color
insert—that reveal the children’s inquiry process and
demonstrate the important role of art as a sign system
in ELL literacy and language acquisition.

Science and Literacy in the Natural World

“Lucy has a way of showing both
the simplicity and complexity of
supporting talk in a mathematics
classroom. She focuses on a few
basic moves that a teacher can
master over time that will increase
the level of robust conversation
among students.”

2016 | 122-minute video + 82-page Companion Guide | TJ-1035 | $150
Companion Guide only: TK-1108 | $10
Companion Guide 10-pack: TK-1124 | $75
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

PREVIEW VIDEOS ONLINE

Science & Nature

Grades 1–8

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS. NO CODE. NO MINIMUM.

Grades 4–10

Making Number Talks
Matter

Developing Mathematical
Practices and Deepening
Understanding, Grades 4–10
Cathy Humphreys and Ruth Parker;
Foreword by Jo Boaler

Making Number Talks Matter is about the
myriad decisions facing teachers as they make
this fifteen-minute daily routine a vibrant and
vital part of their mathematics instruction.
Cathy Humphreys and Ruth Parker offer
practical ideas for using Number Talks to
help students learn to reason numerically
and build a solid foundation for the study of
mathematics. Using insight gained from many
years of doing Number Talks with students
of all ages, Ruth and Cathy provide questions
to pose during Number Talks, teacher moves
that turn thinking over to students, the
mathematics behind the strategies, and ways
to overcome bumps in the road.
2015 | 212 pp/paper | TJ-0998 | $23.00
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Jessica F. Shumway; Foreword by Lucy West

2012 | 160 pp/paper | TJ-0813 | $21.00

Grades K–3

In Number Sense Routines and the companion video, Go Figure! (sold separately), Jessica
Shumway shows that number sense can be taught to all students. She shows how a series
of daily five-, ten-, and fifteen-minute routines can help young students internalize and
deepen their facility with numbers. Classroom vignettes illustrate how the routines work,
how children’s number sense develops, and how to implement responsive routines.
Additionally, teachers will gain a deeper understanding of the underlying math—the big
ideas, skills, and strategies children learn as they develop numerical literacy.

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Math Sense explores some of the
components that form the look, sound, and
feel of effective teaching and learning,
and provides a series of self-assessment
rubrics to help you identify the earmarks
of a vibrant mathematics community that
will inform and refine your practice. This
engaging guide offers a road map for
building a stronger mathematics classroom
for you and your students.

2011 | 192 pp/paper | TJ-0790 | $23.00

Go Figure! (Companion Video)
2014 | 100 minutes (11 segments) + viewing guide | TJ-0984 | Grades K–5 | DVD: $150.00
Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Math Exchanges

Guiding Young Mathematicians
in Small-Group Meetings

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

2012 | 144 pp/paper | TJ-0942 | $19.00

The Standards for Mathematical Practice
provide an excellent foundation for
encouraging students to think, reason,
and persevere like mathematicians.
Yet many elementary school teachers
struggle with unpacking the practices and
figuring out how to implement them in
their classrooms. In Common Core Sense,
Christine Moynihan makes the practices
more explicit and accessible and shows
what each practice might look, sound, and
feel like in the classroom using the GOLD
framework. This timely book provides an
easy way to learn, assess, and deepen your
own understanding of each practice.

Building Numerical Literacy Every Day in Grades K–3

Grades 2–5

Kassia Omohundro Wedekind; Foreword by Suzanne H.
Chapin

Beyond the Bubble

Math coach Kassia Omohundro Wedekind uses small-group math
exchanges as the centerpiece of her math workshop approach.
These rigorous math conversations are short, focused sessions that
bring all mathematical minds together, are responsive to the needs
of the specific group of mathematicians, and are designed for
meaningful, guided reflection. Math Exchanges and the companion
video, How Did You Solve That? (sold separately), show teachers
how to guide conversations with small groups of students, mediate
talk and thinking as students share problem-solving strategies,
discuss how math works, and move toward greater mathematical
understanding.

Maryann Wickett and Eunice Hendrix-Martin

How to Use Multiple-Choice Tests to Improve Math Instruction
By asking a few simple follow-up questions to multiple-choice questions, teachers
can learn a great deal about student understanding and make better, more informed
instructional decisions. The Beyond the Bubble books are each divided into five
strands—number, measurement, algebra, geometry, and probability—with six
problems per strand. Each problem includes an overview of the objective of the
test question, a sample question, strategies students employ to solve the problem,
conversation starters, student work, student-teacher conversations, and instructional
strategies to advance student learning.

Grades 2–3:
2011 | 288 pp/paper | TJ-0817 | $24.00

2011 | 216 pp/paper | TJ-0826 | $24.00

Grades 4–5:
2011 | 320 pp/paper | TJ-0818 | $24.00

How Did You Solve That? (Companion Video)
2013 | 88 minutes (9 segments) + viewing guide
DVD: $150.00 (TJ-0983)

Package: TJ-081W | $42 (reg. $48) Save $6 when you buy both!

Streaming: $150 (1-year) | $350 (3-year)
stenhouse.com/streaming

Grades K–12

The Four Roles of the Numerate Learner

Grades K–5

Object Lessons

Teaching Math Through the Visual Arts, K–5
Caren Holtzman and Lynn Susholtz

Object Lessons shows how integrating visual arts into math
experiences makes math lessons accessible, engaging, and
meaningful for a wide range of students. In each chapter, the
authors use everyday objects to create rigorous, hands-on activities
that address key mathematics standards and concepts. Each lesson
provides an explanation about how the featured object connects to
key mathematical concepts; a discussion of the artists, art styles,
and techniques featured; activities organized by grade level and
math content area; a clear picture of what the lesson will look like
in a classroom; and a list of resources. The accompanying CD
features links to arts organizations and the work of forty artists.
2011 | 228 pp/paper + CD | TJ-0796 | $25.00

Math

Math
Christine Moynihan

Christine Moynihan

Number Sense Routines

During the past two decades, Chris Confer and Marco Ramirez
have worked to deepen and improve mathematics instruction at
schools around the country. In Small Steps, Big Changes, they
identify eight tested principles and outline a set of concrete steps
that can help change the way an entire school approaches math.
Each phase of the change process is brought to life through the
stories and perspectives of teachers, coaches, and principals.

The Look, Sound, and Feel of
Effective Instruction

Tapping the Power of the
Mathematical Practices

Small Steps, Big Changes
Chris Confer and Marco Ramirez;
Foreword by Steven Leinwand

Math Sense

Common Core Sense

Grades K–3

Eight Essential Practices for Transforming
Schools Through Mathematics

Grades K–5

Grades K–5

Grades K–8

M A R Y

F I O R E

|

M A R I A

L U I S A

The Four Roles of the

Numerate Learner
Effective teaching and assessment strategies to help
students think differently about mathematics

L E B A R

Effective Teaching and Assessment Strategies to Help Students
Think Differently About Mathematics
Mary Fiore and Maria Luisa Lebar

Effective mathematics instruction and numeracy development are a major focus in
classrooms today. The Four Roles of the Numerate Learner introduces a framework
(sense maker, skill user, thought communicator, and critical interpreter) that supports an
integrated approach to effective mathematics instruction.
The book builds on educators’ understanding of how to effectively teach mathematics and
borrows from successful frameworks used to teach literacy. It considers the mathematical
practices that students need to learn to construct mathematical knowledge, become
mathematicians, and simply do mathematics. The goal is to provide multiple entry points
into a new world of mathematics instruction—a new way of thinking and learning where
students engage in critical thinking about numeracy and act on this knowledge.
2016 | 128 pp/paper | TJ-8311 | $24.00
Pembroke Publishers

2015 | 174 pp/paper | TJ-1004 | $19.00
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Spotlight on

DACEY & COLLINS

Math

Math

Linda Dacey has many years of teaching experience at the elementary
and college levels and is the coauthor of numerous well-respected
resource books for teachers. Anne Collins is the director of
mathematics programs at Lesley University and has more than 30 years
of teaching experience in grades K–12.

“This is a book full of thoughtful and wellchosen games and puzzles, but it is also a book
that offers a lens into how we might include this
kind of play in our own classrooms in ways that
are deeply meaningful and engaging
for our students.”
— Kassia Omohundro Wedekind, author of Math Exchanges

Grades Pre-K–8

Zeroing in on Number
and Operations
Key Ideas and Common
Misconceptions

The Zeroing in on Number and
Operations series, which aligns with
the Common Core State Standards
and the NCTM Standards and Focal
Points, features easy-to-use tools
for teaching key concepts in number
and operations and for addressing
common misconceptions. Each
book in the series provides thirty
research-based, classroom-tested
modules that zero in on the key
mathematical strategies and concepts
essential for that grade level, while
highlighting the importance of teacher
language in the development of
those skills.

The spiral-bound flipchart format
makes it easy to access the important
sections in each module, including
summaries that identify the
mathematical focus and associated
challenges and misconceptions,
instructional strategies and activities,
reproducibles for instructional use,
and resources for further reading.
Study guide available online.
Grades Pre-K–K

Focus: Numbers, Relationships, and
Addition and Subtraction

Grades 3–4

Focus: Whole Numbers, Addition,
and Subtraction; Multiplication and
Division; and Fractions and Decimals
2010 | 68 pp/flipchart | TJ-0795
$15.00

Grades 5–6

Focus: Whole Numbers and
Operations; Fractions; and Decimals
2010 | 80 pp/flipchart | TJ-0798
$15.00

2011 | 72 pp/flipchart | TJ-0858
$15.00

Grades 7–8

Grades 1–2

Focus: The Number System;
Fractions, Decimals, and Percents;
and Ratios and Proportional Relations

Focus: Counting, Number Sense, and
Numeration; Meaning of Addition
and Subtraction and Basic Facts; and
Building Computational Fluency

2010 | 78 pp/flipchart | TJ-0799
$15.00

2010 | 64 pp/flipchart | TJ-0797
$15.00

Grades 7–9

Grades 6–7

The Xs and Whys of
Algebra

It’s All Relative

Key Ideas and Common
Misconceptions

The Xs and Whys of Algebra, which
is based on the NCTM and Common
Core State Standards, introduces
students to formal algebra. The
thirty research-based modules
and accompanying reproducibles
emphasize five essential algebraic
concepts: using variables
meaningfully, using multiple
representations for expressions,
connecting algebra with number,
connecting algebra with geometry,
and manipulating symbols with
understanding.
2011 | 84 pp/flipchart | TJ-0857
$18.00

Key Ideas and Common
Misconceptions About
Ratio and Proportion,
Grades 6–7
For years, students have been taught
to cross multiply when presented
with proportion problems. Few
understood what they were doing
or why they were doing it. Rarely
were students invited to think about
various representations to determine
the relationship between the two
ratios being compared. The ideas and
activities in this guide will help you
provide students with the conceptual
understanding of ratios and
proportional thinking that is essential
for solving real-world problems and
achieving success in higher-level
mathematics.
2014 | 98 pp/flipchart | TJ-0982
$18.00

Package: TJ-085D | $65 (reg. $75) Save $10 when you buy all five!
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Well Played (Series of 3 Books)
BUILDING MATHEMATICAL THINKING THROUGH NUMBER
AND ALGEBRAIC GAMES AND PUZZLES IN GRADES K–8

Linda Dacey, Karen Gartland, and Jayne Bamford Lynch

Well Played shows you how to make games and puzzles an
integral learning component that provides teachers with unique
access to student thinking. The twenty-five games and puzzles
in Well Played, which have all been field-tested in diverse
classrooms, contain:
• explanations of the mathematical importance of each game or
puzzle and how it supports student learning;
• variations for each game or puzzle to address a range of
learning levels and styles;
• clear step-by-step directions; and
• classroom vignettes that model how best to introduce the
featured game or puzzle.
Grades K–2 | 2015 | 224 pp/paper | TJ-1034 | $25.00
Grades 3–5 | 2015 | 234 pp/paper | TJ-1032 | $25.00
Grades 6–8 | April 2016 | 248 pp/paper | TJ-1033 | $25.00

Package: TJ-P032 | $60 (reg. $75)
Save $15 when you buy all three!
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= NEW FALL 2016 Titles

Intentional Talk

How to Structure and Lead Productive Mathematical Discussions
Elham Kazemi and Allison Hintz; Foreword by Megan Franke

Not all mathematics discussions are alike. Elham Kazemi and Allison Hintz say that first you must
identify a discussion’s goal and then understand how to structure the conversation to meet that goal.
Detailed vignettes from elementary classrooms show what teachers are thinking and examine students’
roles as both listeners and talkers. Planning templates help teachers apply the right structure to
discussions in their own classrooms.

PREVIEW VIDEO ONLINE

Getting into Grammar/Dorfman and
Dougherty..............................................47

Academic Literacy/Turner..........................17
Adding Talk to the Equation/West..............79
Adventures in Graphica/Thompson............37
Anti-Bias Education for Young Children and
Ourselves/Sparks/Edwards...................34

Assessment in Perspective/Landrigan
and Mulligan...........................................38

Math Work Stations

Independent Learning You Can Count On, K–2
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